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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA 

    

William Peek and  

Jared Pullium, 

 

Plaintiffs, 

  

 

vs.  

  Civil No.  

 

3M Company and 

Aearo Technologies, LLC,  

   

   

Defendants.  Complaint 

 

 

 

Plaintiffs state and alleges as follows: 

BACKGROUND  

1. This is a product liability action related to a defective earplug manufactured and 

sold by Defendants. Plaintiffs used Defendants’ dual-ended Combat Arms™ Earplugs - 

Version 2 and, as a result of its defective condition, now suffer from hearing loss and 

tinnitus. Defendants knew the earplugs were defective prior to selling them because they 

falsified test results and misrepresented their performance specifications to qualify for a 

multi-million dollar per-year contract with the United States.  
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

2. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(1) because 

there is complete diversity between Plaintiffs and Defendants and the amount in 

controversy for each Plaintiff’s claim exceeds $75,001 exclusive of costs and interest. 

This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants because their respective principal 

places of business are in Minnesota; moreover, they each have a registered agent for 

service of process in Minnesota and therefore consented to be sued in Minnesota. Both 

Defendants also have sufficient contacts with Minnesota because they do business in and 

through Minnesota.   

3. Venue is properly laid in this Court under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b) and (c) because 

Defendants principal places of business are in this District and each Defendant has a 

service agent in Minnesota.   

4. Venue is also proper in this District because Defendants have marketed, sold, or 

otherwise disseminated Combat Arms™ Earplugs, Version 2 in this District. 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff William Peek joined the United States Marines in 1989 at the age of 19. He 

is a citizen of North Carolina. Before joining the Air Force, Plaintiff Peek had no signs or 

symptoms of hearing loss or tinnitus. 

2. Plaintiff Peek served in the Marines from 1989 through 2009. During this time, 

Plaintiff Peek served as a Brig and Drill Instructor and convoy team member.  
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3. Plaintiff Peek was issued a pair of standard-issue Combat Arms™ earplugs, 

Version 2 before his first deployment to Iraq in 2004. Plaintiff continued to wear the 

Combat Arms™ earplugs for the remainder of his service. 

4. Plaintiff Peek was deployed to Iraq in 2004-2005 and 2007.  

5. During his deployments, Plaintiff Peek was exposed to loud impulse noises and 

explosions while at the firing range, during detonations, mortar and rocket attacks, in 

combat, and on convoys.  

6. Plaintiff Peek wore the Combat Arms™ earplugs while conducting his duties in 

Iraq.  

7. Plaintiff Peek was never instructed to fold back the third flange on the opposite 

side of the use-end of the Combat Arms™ earplug.  

8. Plaintiff Peek was diagnosed with tinnitus in 2006 and also suffers from hearing 

loss.   

9. Plaintiff Jared Pullium joined the United States Air Force in 2008 at the age of 19. 

He is a citizen of Connecticut. Before joining the Air Force, Plaintiff Pullium had no signs 

or symptoms of hearing loss or tinnitus. 

10. Plaintiff Pullium served in the Air Force from 2008 through 2012. During this time, 

Plaintiff Pullium served as a Military Police Officer.  
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11. Plaintiff Pullium was issued a pair of standard-issue Combat Arms™ earplugs, 

Version 2, in 2008. Plaintiff continued to wear the Combat Arms™ earplugs for the 

remainder of his service. 

12. Before his deployment, Plaintiff Pullium wore his Combat Arms™ earplugs 

during training, live-fire exercises, on the firing range, and on the flight line.  

13. Plaintiff Pullium was deployed to Kuwait in 2009 and Afghanistan in 2012.  

14. During his deployments, Plaintiff Pullium was exposed to loud impulse noises 

and explosions while at the firing range and in combat.  

15. Plaintiff Pullium wore the Combat Arms™ earplugs at the firing range and in 

combat.  

16. Plaintiff Pullium was never instructed to fold back the third flange on the opposite 

side of the use-end of the Combat Arms™ earplug.  

17. Plaintiff Pullium was diagnosed with hearing loss and tinnitus in 2013 at the age 

of 22.   

18. Defendant 3M is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in 

Minnesota. 

19. Defendant Aearo Technologies LLC is a limited liability company formed in 

Delaware with its principal place of business in Minnesota.  
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

20. Aearo Technologies was the global market leader in hearing and eye protection 

and was based in Indianapolis, Indiana. Aearo Technologies developed, marketed, and 

sold the Combat Arms™ earplug until being acquired by 3M in 2008 for $1.2 billion. 

Afterwards, 3M hired Aearo’s employees and maintains it as a separate operating unit. 

Post-acquisition, the Combat Arms™ earplugs have been marketed and sold under the 

3M brand. Because 3M acquired both the assets and liabilities of Aearo, Aearo and 3M 

are used interchangeably and all allegations against Aearo are directed as a matter of law 

against 3M. 

21. Aearo developed dual-ended, non-linear (selective attenuation) Combat Arms™ 

earplugs for the specific purpose of providing servicemen a single set of earplugs that 

provide two options for hearing attenuation depending on how they are worn: 
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22. The earplugs can be worn in an open or “unblocked” position (yellow end in) to 

block, or at least significantly reduce, loud impulse sounds commonly associated with 

military service, while still allowing the serviceman to hear quieter noises such as 

commands spoken by fellow servicemen and approaching enemy combatants. 

Alternatively, the earplugs can be worn in a closed or “blocked” position (green end in) 

to block, or at least significantly reduce, all sounds, i.e., operate as ordinary earplugs. 

23. Based on the supposed technological design and qualities of the Combat Arms™ 

earplugs, Defendants won a series of Indefinite-Quantity Contracts (“IQCs”) to be the 

exclusive supplier of selective attenuation earplugs to the U.S. military between 2003 and 

2012. 
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24. To win these IQCs, Defendants represented that the Combat Arms™ earplugs 

would meet specific performance criteria established by the U.S. Government as a 

prerequisite for bidding on the IQC for earplugs.  

25. At all times, Defendants’ performance representations were false; and Defendants 

knew them to be false. In fact, Defendants knew these earplugs were defective and did 

not work as they were supposed to as early as 2000—years before Defendants became the 

exclusive supplier of selective attenuation earplugs to the U.S. military. 

26. At all relevant times, the Combat Arms™ earplugs had a dangerous design defect 

that caused them to imperceptibly loosen in the wearer’s ear, thus allowing damaging 

sounds to enter the ear canal around the outside of the earplug. Specifically, the basal 

edge of the third flange of the non-inserted end of the earplug is prone to press against 

some wearers’ ear canals and fold back to its original shape, thereby loosening the seal in 

their ear canals. Because the earplug is symmetrical, the defect exists regardless of which 

end is inserted into the ear.  

27. Aearo learned of this design defect when it completed testing of the Combat 

Arms™ earplugs. In fact, in February 2000, after the Combat Arms™ earplugs first failed 

the specification testing, Aearo employees rolled back the non-inserted yellow flanges to 

mitigate the loosening effect of the defect. 

28. The value and effectiveness of earplugs has been standardized under federal law 

through a Noise Reduction Rating (“NRR”). The testing and labeling of earplugs such as 
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the Combat Arms™ earplugs to achieve an NRR is governed by federal regulations 

promulgated by the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) pursuant to the Noise 

Control Act, 42 U.S.C. § 4901 et seq. Specifically, 40 C.F.R. §211.206-1 provides: 

The value of sound attenuation to be used in the calculation of the Noise 

Reduction Rating must be determined according to the “Method for the 

Measurement of Real-Ear Protection of Hearing Protectors and Physical 

Attenuation of Earmuffs.” This standard is approved as the American 

National Standards Institute Standard (ANSI-STD) S3.19-1974. 

 

29. Further, 40 C.F.R. §211.204-4(e) requires that specific supporting information 

accompany hearing protection devices sold in the United States: 

The following minimum supporting information must accompany the 

device in a manner that insures its availability to the prospective user. In 

the case of bulk packaging and dispensing, such supporting information 

must be affixed to the bulk container or dispenser in the same manner as 

the label, and in a readily visible location…. Instructions as to the proper 

insertion or placement of the device. 

 

(Emphasis added). 

A. Aearo Deliberately Falsified Test Results for the Combat Arms™ Earplugs 

30. The NRR is supposed to represent the amount of sound attenuation experienced 

by a test group under conditions specified by the federal Noise Control Act’s testing 

methodology.  

31. In addition, the U.S. military may only purchase earplugs that meet the testing 

standards established by the U.S. Army Public Health Command, Army Hearing 

Program, or equivalent standards that may be established by other branches of the 

military. Any such standards are tied to the NRR achieved under the EPA regulations. 
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32. In or around January 2000, Aearo began NRR testing on each end of the Combat 

Arms™ earplug. Rather than use an independent test lab, Aearo performed its testing in-

house at its E-A-RCAL laboratory (also now owned by 3M). Aearo selected 10 test 

subjects, including some of its own employees. Aearo’s test protocol involved testing: 

(1) the subject’s hearing without an earplug; (2) the subject’s hearing with the open/ 

unblocked (yellow) end of the Combat Arms™ earplug inserted; and (3) the subject’s 

hearing with the closed/blocked (green) end of the Combat Arms™ earplug inserted.  

33. Aearo’s own employees monitored the test results as the tests were performed, 

which allowed them to stop the testing at any point if they were not achieving the desired 

NRR. This violated the ANSI S3.19-1974 testing protocol. In fact, Aearo stopped the test 

of the green end of the Combat Arms™ earplug inserted after only 8 of the 10 subjects 

had been tested. At that point, the Combat Arms™ earplugs were failing expectations 

miserably. Aearo was expecting to achieve an NRR of 22 with the green end inserted, but 

in fact was on target to receive a 10.9 rating based on the experiences of the first eight 

subjects. These disappointing results were caused by the design defect described above. 

34. Despite stopping the test on the green end of the Combat Arms™ earplug, Aearo 

had the remaining two test subjects complete the test with respect to the yellow end of 

the Combat Arms™ earplugs only because Aearo liked the low NRR rating the test was 

indicating to that point. After completion, however, testing of the yellow end resulted in 

an NRR of -2, which falsely suggested that the earplugs actually amplified sound. Aearo 
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thus knew that the test was inaccurate and needed to be repeated. Instead, Aearo changed 

the -2 NRR to a 0 NRR, and used that rating on its labels. 

35. After prematurely stopping the NRR test of the green end of the Combat Arms™ 

earplug, Aearo investigated the disappointing test results and discovered that because 

the stem of the earplug was so short, it was difficult to insert the earplug deep enough 

into the wearer’s ear canal to obtain a proper fit as required by ANSI S3.19-1974, Section 

3.2.3. (Ex. A, Acoustical Society of America Standard Method for the Measurement of 

Real-Ear Protection of Hearing Protectors and Physical Attenuation of Earmuffs (ASA 

STD 1-1975)).  

36. Aearo also discovered that when the green end of the Combat Arms™ earplug 

was inserted into the ear using the standard fitting instructions, the basal edge of the third 

flange of the yellow end pressed against the wearer’s ear and folded backward. When the 

inward pressure of the earplug was released, the yellow flanges tended to return to their 

original shape, thereby loosening the earplug, often imperceptibly to the wearer. And, 

because the Combat Arms™ earplug was symmetrical, this same problem occurred when 

the earplug was reversed.  

37. Aearo manipulated the test protocol by instructing the test subjects to fold the 

flanges on the non-inserted end of the earplug back before inserting it into the ear. 

38. Using the manipulated fitting instructions, Aearo re-tested the green end of the 

Combat Arms™ earplugs starting in February 2000. During this re-test of the green end, 
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test subjects folded back the yellow flanges of the earplug (essentially elongating the too-

short defective stem) to allow them to insert the earplugs deeper into their ears to obtain 

a proper fit. Because the yellow flanges were folded back, the basal edge of the third 

flange no longer pressed against the subject’s ear canal, and thus did not cause the 

earplug to loosen during the testing. Using this manipulated test protocol, Aearo 

achieved a 22 NRR on the green end of the Combat Arms™ earplug. 

39. Due to the symmetrical nature of the Combat Arms™ earplugs, the design defect 

that affected the fit of the green end similarly affected the fit of the yellow end. The fact 

that Aearo’s testing of the yellow end resulted in a -2 NRR meant that the earplugs did 

not provide a proper fit (as required by ANSI S3.19-1974, Section 3.2.3) between the ear 

canal of at least some of the subjects and the earplugs. As a result, some subjects had large 

standard deviations across trials on the yellow end test, which suppressed the NRR 

rating.  

40. Nevertheless, Aearo did not re-test the yellow end using the manipulated fitting 

instructions like it did on the green end, i.e., folding back the flanges on the green end of 

the earplug before inserting the yellow end into the ear. 

41. Aearo did not re-test the yellow end because it knew that it would not be able to 

obtain a 0 NRR (much less the facially invalid -2 NRR) and further knew the 0 NRR was 

a major selling point to the U.S. military. An accurate NRR for the yellow end, which 

would have been higher than 0, would have rendered the Combat Arms™ earplug less 
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attractive to the U.S. military because the military would have known that the earplugs 

would impair communication.  

42. Moreover, the defect in the Combat Arms™ earplugs is more likely to manifest 

itself during military activities than in a lab where the NRR tests are performed over the 

span of just a few minutes and the head of the test subject remains virtually motionless 

during the test. Servicemen, on the other hand, may wear the earplug for an extended 

period of time and are more active than test subjects in a lab. 

43. Because the defect was imperceptible to the wearer, Defendants’ design defect 

went undetected for more than a decade by the U.S. military and those who wore them. 

It is thus not surprising that hearing damage is now the largest ongoing medical cost the 

military incurs each year. (Ex. B, David E. Gillespie, Researchers Evaluate True Effects of 

Hearing Loss for Soldiers (Dec. 16, 2015), available at 

http://www.army.mil/article/160050/Researchers_evaluate_true_effects_of_hearing_loss

_for_soldiers/ (last accessed Jan. 16, 2019). The VA thus spends more than $1 billion per 

year to treat hearing damage suffered by more than 800,000 servicemen. (Id.; see also Ex. 

C, Kay Miller, Hearing loss widespread among post-9/11 veterans, The Center for Public 

Integrity (Aug. 29, 2013), available at 

http://www.publicintegrity.org/2013/08/29/13283/hearing-loss-widespread-among-post-

911-veterans (last visited Jan. 16, 2019) (“The most-widespread injury for [post-9/11] 

veterans has been hearing loss and other auditory complications…. Hearing maladies 
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cost more than $1.4 billion in veterans’ disability payments annually, according to first 

year 2010 data from the Hearing Center of Excellence, a part of the Department of 

Defense.”)). 

B. Defendants’ False Certifications to the U.S. Military 

44. In 2003, Aearo submitted a bid in response to the U.S. military’s Request for 

Proposal (“RFP”) to supply large quantities of Combat Arms™ earplugs. The RFP 

required bidders to certify that the earplugs complied with the Salient Characteristics of 

Medical Procurement Item Description (“MPID”) of Solicitation No. SP0200-06-R-4202. 

In its bid, Aearo certified the Combat Arms™ earplugs complied with the Salient 

Characteristics of MPID, even though Aearo knew that certification to be false. 

45. The pertinent Salient Characteristics of MPID in each RFP, in relevant part, were: 

2.1.1. Ear plugs shall be designed to provide protection from the impulse 

noises created by military firearms, while allowing the wearer to clearly 

hear normal speech and other quieter sounds, such as voice commands, on 

the battlefield. 

2.2.2 The sound attenuation of both ends of the ear plugs shall be tested 

in accordance with ANSI S3.19…. 

2.4. Workmanship. The ear plugs shall be free from all defects that 

detract from their appearance or impair their serviceability. 

2.5. Instructions. Illustrated instructions explaining the proper use and 

handling of the ear plugs shall be supplied with each unit…. 

 

(Ex. D, Solicitation No. SP0200-06-R-4202, at 41-42). 

46. Aearo knew that its test protocol did not comply with ANSI S3.19 but nevertheless 

certified that its testing was fully compliant with the U.S. military’s specifications. 
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47. Aearo also falsely certified that it provided accurate “instructions explaining the 

proper use and handling of the ear plugs.” Aearo knew when it did so that its own testing 

had revealed a design defect that needed modified fitting instructions to ensure a proper 

fit that would deliver the promised NRR. At no time did Defendants disclose the 

modified fitting instructions to the U.S. military—even after winning the bid. 

48. Pursuant to Section 2.4 of the MPID, Aearo was required to certify that the “ear 

plugs shall be free from all defects that detract from their appearance or impair their 

serviceability.” (Ex. D at 41-42). Despite Aearo knowing since 2000 that its Combat 

Arms™ earplugs suffered from a design defect, Aearo certified to the U.S. military that 

its earplugs had no defects. 

49. Based on its facially invalid test results, Aearo falsely reported to the U.S. military 

that the yellow end of its Combat Arms™ earplugs had a 0 NRR, which would allow 

servicemen to freely communicate with their fellow servicemen and avoid any 

impairment to hear enemy combatants.  

50. Aearo also certified that the green end of its Combat Arms™ earplugs had a 22 

NRR, even though Aearo did not disclose the modified fitting instructions necessary to 

achieve the hearing protection afforded by a 22 NRR. (See Ex. E, Combat Arms Earplugs 

Instructions). Nothing in these fitting instructions disclosed that it was necessary to fold 

back the flanges of the opposite end to ensure a proper fit and achieve the promised NRR. 

By failing to provide this disclosure, Aearo falsely overstated the amount of hearing 
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protection afforded by the green end of the earplug and overstated the benefits of the 

yellow end of the earplug. 

51. Based on Aearo’s false representations, its bid was the prevailing bid and Aearo 

entered into the first of a series of IQCs later that year making it the exclusive provider of 

selective attenuation earplugs to the U.S. military. 

52. In subsequent years in response to additional RFPs, Defendants re-certified that 

the Combat Arms™ earplugs met the MPID criteria, even though Defendants knew that 

to be false. 

53. In total, the U.S. military purchased enough Combat Arms™ earplugs to provide 

one pair to every serviceman deployed each year in major foreign engagements from 2003 

through 2015. (See Ex. F, McIlwain, D. Scott et al., Heritage of Army Audiology and the Road 

Ahead: The Army Hearing Program, AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, Vol. 98 No. 12 

(Dec. 2008)). 

54. Defendants continued to sell the Combat Arms™ earplugs to the U.S. military 

until late 2015, at which time Defendants discontinued the earplug. (Ex. G, 

Discontinuation: 3M Combat Arms Earplugs Version 2 (Nov. 17, 2015)). Defendants did 

not recall the earplugs despite discontinuing them due to the design defect. 

55. Defendants’ misrepresentations about the benefits and protections provided by 

the Combat Arms™ earplugs caused Plaintiffs to suffer hearing loss and tinnitus. 
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56. At all times after 3M’s acquisition of Aearo, 3M knew of, conspired with, and was 

complicit in Aearo’s wrongful acts in marketing and selling the Combat Arms™ earplugs 

without disclosing the defect or the modified fitting instructions. 

TOLLING OF STATUTES OF LIMITATIONS 

57. Under the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, the periods of Plaintiffs‘ military 

service may not be included in computing any statute of limitations applicable herein. 

See 50 U.S.C. § 3936.   

58. Plaintiffs could not, by the exercise of reasonable diligence, have discovered 

Defendants’ wrongful acts as the cause of his injuries at an earlier time, because, at the 

time of these injuries, the cause was unknown to Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs did not suspect, nor 

did Plaintiffs have reason to suspect, the cause of these injuries, or the tortious nature of 

the conduct causing these injuries, until less than the applicable limitations period prior 

to the filing of this action.   

59. Further, the running of the statute of limitations has been tolled by reason of 

Defendants’ fraudulent concealment. Through their affirmative misrepresentations and 

omissions, Defendants actively concealed from Plaintiffs the risks associated with the 

defects in the Combat Arms™ earplugs.    

60. As a result of Defendants’ actions, Plaintiffs were unaware, and could not 

reasonably know or have learned through reasonable diligence that they had been 
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exposed to the defects and risks alleged herein, and that those defects and risks were the 

direct and proximate result of Defendants’ acts and omissions.   

61. Through Defendants’ affirmative misrepresentations and omissions pertaining to 

the safety and efficacy of the Combat ArmsTM earplugs, Plaintiffs were prevented from 

discovering this information sooner because Defendants misrepresented and continued 

to misrepresent the defective nature of the Combat ArmsTM earplugs. 

COUNT I:  STRICT PRODUCTS LIABILITY – DESIGN DEFECT 

62. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the paragraphs above as if fully set forth herein. 

63. Defendants are the manufacturers and sellers of the defective Combat Arms™ 

earplugs. 

64. The defective Combat Arms™ earplugs that Defendants manufactured, 

distributed, and sold were, at the time they left Defendants’ control, defectively designed 

in that the design of the earplug caused it to loosen in the wearer’s ear, which allowed 

damaging sounds to enter the ear canal.  

65. The defective Combat Arms™ earplugs that Defendants manufactured, 

distributed, and sold were, at the time they left Defendants’ control, defective and 

unreasonably dangerous for their ordinary and expected use because they did not stop 

the damaging loud noises of military use that can cause hearing loss or tinnitus. 
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66. The defective Combat Arms™ earplugs that Defendants manufactured, 

distributed, and sold were, at the time they left Defendants’ control, defective and not 

reasonably safe for their intended use.  

67. Defendants knew of the defect in the Combat Arms™ earplugs. 

68. No reasonably prudent manufacturer would design, distribute, and sell an 

earplug with the knowledge that Defendants had, namely that the stem of the earplug 

was too short to fit correctly in many people’s ears and that if not fitted correctly the 

earplugs would not guard against loud impulse noises and could cause hearing loss and 

tinnitus. 

69. The defective Combat Arms™ earplugs that the Defendants manufactured, 

distributed, and sold were delivered to Plaintiffs without any change in their defective 

condition and were used by Plaintiffs in the manner expected and intended. 

70. Defendants owed a duty of care to Plaintiffs to design, manufacture, and sell 

earplugs that met the specified performance criteria and were otherwise fit for use by 

servicemen to protect them from damaging noises typically incurred in military service. 

Defendants breached this duty. 

71. Defendants owed a duty of care to Plaintiffs to design and sell earplugs that were 

fit for use in military service and that performed according to the specifications that 

Defendants certified the Combat Arms™ earplugs would meet. Defendants breached this 

duty. 
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72. Defendants owed a duty of care to Plaintiffs to design and sell earplugs that were 

safe when used for their intended purpose; i.e., when in the presence of loud impulse 

sounds. Defendants breached this duty.  

73. Plaintiffs suffered injury and damage as a direct and proximate result of the 

defective and unreasonably, unsafe, dangerous condition of the Combat Arms™ 

earplugs that the Defendants manufactured, distributed, and sold. 

COUNT II: STRICT PRODUCT LIABILITY – FAILURE TO WARN 

74. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the paragraphs above as if fully set forth herein. 

75. Defendants are the manufacturers and sellers of the defective Combat Arms™ 

earplugs. 

76. The defective Combat Arms™ earplugs that Defendants manufactured, 

distributed, and sold were, at the time they left Defendants’ control, defective because 

the earplugs did not come with adequate warnings, instructions, or labels.  

77. The defective Combat Arms™ earplugs that Defendants manufactured, 

distributed, and sold were, at the time they left Defendants’ control, defective because 

Defendants failed to warn, failed to provide instructions, and failed to provide an 

adequate label that included the modified fitting instructions necessary for the earplug 

to fit correctly in the wearer’s ear and create the seal necessary to block out the damaging 

sounds. 
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78. Defendants had a duty to manufacture, design, and sell the Combat Arms™ 

earplugs with reasonable and due care for the safety and well-being of wearers, including 

Plaintiffs. Defendants breached that duty. 

79. Defendants had a duty to provide adequate warnings and/or instructions to 

prevent the risks associated with the Combat Arms™ earplugs when worn in the 

ordinary course to Plaintiffs. Defendants breached that duty. 

80. It was foreseeable to Defendants that the Combat Arms™ earplugs would be 

unreasonably dangerous if distributed without the warning regarding the risks of 

damage to the ear with an improper fit and/or modified fitting instructions. 

81. Not only was it foreseeable, it was foreseen by Defendants. During testing, 

Defendants discovered that because the stem of the earplug was so short, it was difficult 

to insert the earplug deep enough into the wearer’s ear canal to obtain a proper fit.  

82. Defendants also discovered that when the green end of the Combat Arms™ 

earplug was inserted into the ear using the standard fitting instructions, the basal edge 

of the third flange of the yellow end pressed against the wearer’s ear and folded 

backward. When the inward pressure of the earplug was released, the yellow flanges 

tended to return to their original shape, thereby loosening the earplug, often 

imperceptibly to the wearer. And, because the Combat Arms™ earplug was symmetrical, 

this same problem occurred when the earplug was reversed.  
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83. Defendants had a post-sale duty to warn of the above alleged product-related 

defects and risks because Defendants knew or reasonably should have known that the 

Combat Arms™ earplug posed a substantial risk of harm to servicemen, including 

Plaintiffs; the servicemen who used the Combat Arms™ earplug can reasonably be 

assumed to be unaware of the risk of harm caused by the above-alleged defects because 

said defects were imperceptible; a warning or instruction showing how to correctly and 

safely use the Combat Arms™ earplug could have been effectively communicated to and 

acted upon by the servicemen to whom a warning or instruction might be provided; and 

the risk of harm, including but not limited to hearing loss in servicemen, is sufficiently 

great to justify the slight burden of providing a warning or instruction. Defendants 

breached this duty by failing to provide a post-sale warning or instruction.     

84. The Combat Arms™ earplugs contained no warnings, or in the alternative, 

inadequate warnings and/or instructions, as to the risk that the Combat Arms™ earplugs 

would allow damaging sounds to bypass the earplug thereby posing a serious risk to 

Plaintiffs’ hearing unbeknownst to Plaintiffs.  

85. The warnings and instructions that accompanied the Combat Arms™ earplugs 

failed to provide the level of information that an ordinary wearer would expect when 

using the Combat Arms™ earplugs in a manner reasonably foreseeable to Defendants.  
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86. Had Plaintiffs received proper or adequate warnings as to the risks associated with 

the use of the Combat Arms™ earplugs in the manner contemplated by Defendants, they 

would not have used them. 

87. Additionally, and/or alternatively, had Plaintiffs received the modified fitting 

instructions that were used by Defendants during the testing, which were not disclosed 

to Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs would have followed the modified fitting instructions to ensure a 

proper seal to prevent damaging sounds from entering their ear canals. 

88. Plaintiffs suffered injury and damage as a direct and proximate result of the use-

defectiveness and Defendants’ failures to warn and/or provide adequate instructions 

regarding the dangerous condition of the Combat Arms™ earplugs that the Defendants 

manufactured, distributed, and sold. 

COUNT III:  NEGLIGENCE 

89. Plaintiffs incorporates by reference the paragraphs above as if fully set forth 

herein.  

90. Defendants had a duty to each use their professional expertise and exercise that 

degree of skill and learning ordinarily used under the same or similar business by a 

person or entity in Defendants’ business of designing, developing, testing, 

manufacturing, marketing, and distributing hearing protection devices. 

91. Defendants further had a duty to comply with the certifications made to the U.S. 

government about the qualities and performance characteristics of the Combat Arms™ 
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earplugs. Plaintiffs are among the class of persons designed to be protected by these 

regulations and certification standards. They were foreseeable plaintiffs to Defendants.  

92. Defendants breached these duties by failing to exercise the required degree of care 

in designing, developing, testing, manufacturing, marketing, and distributing hearing 

protection devices in a manner to provide the specified level of hearing protection.  

93. The damages suffered by Plaintiffs were or should have been reasonably 

foreseeable to Defendants. 

94. Plaintiffs were damaged by Defendants’ conduct, including but not limited to 

damage to their hearing.  

95. Defendants’ breaches are a direct and proximate cause of the injuries and damages 

suffered by Plaintiffs in an amount not yet fully determined, but in excess of $75,001 

respectively, exclusive of costs and interest. Plaintiffs are entitled to recover damages and 

other relief as available, at law or equity, as a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ 

conduct.  

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs requests from Defendants, jointly and severally, 

compensatory damages, together with appropriate equitable relief, costs and attorneys’ 

fees as follows: 
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A. Award of monetary damages, including compensatory relief, to which 

Plaintiffs are respectively entitled at the time of trial in an amount 

exceeding $75,001. 

B. Award of pre- and post-judgment interest. 

C. Award of costs. 

D. Award of all such other and further relief as may be available at law or 

equity and may be proper under the circumstances.  

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

 

Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury on all issues so triable.  

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

 

The undersigned acknowledge sanctions may be imposed under Minn. Stat. § 549.211. 

SCHWEBEL GOETZ & SIEBEN, P.A. 

 

 

Dated: January 25, 2019 By /s/ William R. Sieben 

William R. Sieben (#100808) 

Alicia N. Sieben (#389640) 

Matthew J. Barber (#397240) 

5120 IDS Center 

80 South Eighth Street 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402-2246 

Telephone:  612-377-7777 

Fax: 612-333-6311 

Email: bsieben@schwebel.com 

 asieben@schwebel.com 

 mbarber@schwebel.com 
 

     and 
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PAUL LLP 

Richard M. Paul III (pro hac vice forthcoming) 

Ashlea G. Schwarz (pro hac vice forthcoming) 

Laura C. Fellows (pro hac vice forthcoming) 

601 Walnut Street, Suite 300 

Kansas City, Missouri 64106 

T: (816) 984-8100 

Rick@PaulLLP.com 

Ashlea@PaulLLP.com 

Laura@PaulLLP.com 
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Researchers evaluate true effects of hearing loss for
Soldiers
By David E. Gillespie, BACH Public Affairs December 16, 2015

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (Dec. 16, 2015) -- Army Medicine audiology researchers are studying how hearing loss affects

Soldier performance on the battlefield, giving commanders a better understanding of real-world limitations, and helping

create a new, more realistic, standard for hearing profiles.

For more than 30 years, auditory fitness levels have been measured annually using an audiometry test, also known as the

Defense Occupational and Environmental Health Readiness System Hearing Conservation, with a certain hearing-loss

threshold prompting a mandatory medical review board.

So while many Soldiers have been labeled non-deployable because of hearing loss, the U.S. Department of Veterans

Affairs, or VA, spends more than $1 billion in compensation per year to treat hearing loss for more than 800,000

veterans. Data collected by the VA shows as many as 52 percent of combat Soldiers have moderately severe hearing loss

1 / 7SHOW CAPTION +
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or worse, mostly because of the loud sounds associated with combat.

However, researches want to know if the audiometry test's long-established hearing profiles are an accurate measure of a

Soldier's ability to move, shoot and communicate.

"We are working on a research protocol that is looking at the effects of hearing loss on Soldier performance in realistic

battlefield scenarios," said Lt. Col. Amy Blank, an audiologist from Walter Reed National Military Medical Center.

Those realistic battlefield scenarios were in the form of team-level maneuvers across a wooded training area on Fort

Campbell, which provided an ideal location for Blank and Benjamin Sheffield, a research audiologist from Army Public

Health Center (Provisional).

"My partners in this research developed a hearing loss simulator, which Soldiers mount on top of their helmets," Blank

said. "The device superimposes hearing loss through earphones inserted into the ears, allowing us to evaluate how well

they are performing in a scenario where they have a start point, waypoints to obtain, and an endpoint."

Soldiers, from the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), donned the equipment and formed four competing teams, each of

which simulated varying levels of hearing loss. The Army's current auditory fitness-for-duty system characterizes those

levels as hearing profiles H1, H2, or H3, with the latter being the worst of the three profiles. Each team's mission was to

navigate to each of three waypoints and reach their endpoints as quickly as possible.

"There are other teams on the battlefield and they have to engage teams if they come across them. The objective is to get

from start to finish and be the first to arrive. That is difficult when we superimpose simulated hearing loss on the

Soldiers," Blank said.

"We have a pretty sophisticated way of collecting data," added Sheffield, as he fitted helmets with video cameras, binaural

microphones and hearing-loss simulation devices. "Through word of mouth and a bit of research, we found this HITS

[Homestation Instrumentation Training] System here at Fort Campbell. We recognized this would be the perfect platform

to move to the next step in our research. Also, we have the 101st Airborne here at Fort Campbell, a good unit well

experienced in this type of combat."

In the proof-of-concept phase, Blank and Sheffield had performed similar tests on West Point cadets using paintball-

based scenarios with the same hearing-loss simulators, but with a woodsball or "every man for himself" format.

The HITS system at Campbell opened up a new wealth of data possibilities, Sheffield said. HITS is an automated

information system designed to support collective maneuver training and captures position and weapons effects data for

real-time monitoring or playback. Inside a portable control room, Blank and HITS technicians monitored a wall of

computer screens, where color-coded icons gave a birds-eye view of the action unfolding nearby on Fort Campbell's

Camp Hinsch training area.

"It provides an opportunity for us to automatically monitor what is happening. They have the MILES [Multiple Integrated

Laser Engagement System] gear and use their real weapons," Sheffield explained, noting that previous testing using

paintball was limited because it was inherently quieter and just did not sound the same. "All of that affects our results. So,

in terms of accuracy here, we know who is shooting who and when it is happening very precisely, and we also have a way

of very easily tracking their movement."
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In early studies, researchers saw a change in strategy as a function of hearing loss. "In the woodsball scenario," Sheffield

said, "Soldiers in the more difficult hearing loss profiles tended to camp out or hide in order to maintain their survivability,

but we saw a very significant drop off in their ability to engage the enemy. So, their lethality dropped off to half what it

was in a normal hearing setting."

While the collected data will be studied for months to come, Sheffield said the research has already produced clear

results.

"I can already safely say we are seeing trends that will hold up. We are definitely seeing that the normal hearing team is

winning close to 40-percent of the rounds. There are four teams per round; chance would be 25 percent; and the severe

hearing loss profile we are testing is winning less than 15 percent of the time. So we are definitely seeing a significant

difference there. The mild to moderate losses we are testing fall between there, close to 25-30 percent," Sheffield said.

One Soldier participating in the study said the simulated hearing loss was an eye opener, prompting the use of other

tactics.

"When I couldn't hear very well, it made me a lot more cautious. I felt like I needed to be more vocal to my Soldiers to my

left and right. I couldn't tell if they could hear me or not, so it really affected our movement," said Sgt. Nimrud Velasco,

101st Airborne Division (Air Assault).

"There are a lot of things that surprised me on this testing. On setting number four, which is pretty much complete

hearing loss, I had a hard time being able to direct where we were going or what I wanted the team to do to be able to

continue the mission," Velasco said. "Being able to move to the objective is hard if you can't communicate effectively. You

have to constantly look to your left and your right just to be able to communicate with the team leader and your Soldiers.

It's tough."

In the end, Velasco said his team compensated by relying on hand-and-arm signals.

"Somehow, we got it done. You have to work with what you have and continue the mission," he said.

All of that could only be observed with this type of research, Blank explained.

"Lab derived testing is not real world. The sound they hear - the background noise - is not combat noise. This is a step in

the process to make it more real world for the commanders on the ground so when their Soldiers are given a profile, they

completely understand what that profile means and what the limitations are for that Soldier," Blank said.

Whether at war or at peace, hazardous noise is a prevalent occupational hazard in the Army and remains the most

common military service-related injury reported by the VA. The intent of this research is to establish a standard for

hearing loss profile that is more real world and realistic.

"Right now, when we profile Soldiers and they get to an H3 profile, it requires a medical board. Some of those Soldiers are

released from service because of the amount of hearing loss they have," Blank said. "But none of that really is looking at

how well a Soldier is localizing and functioning in an infantry type environment, detecting sound in a woods type

environment. This is looking at more real-world experiences for the Soldiers."
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RELATED LINKS

Army.mil: Health News  [https://www.army.mil/news/health]

Army Medicine  [http://armymedicine.mil/pages/home.aspx]

Blanchfield Army Community Hospital Facebook  [https://www.facebook.com/BACH.Fort.Campbell/]

Blanchfield Army Community Hospital Twitter  [https://twitter.com/BACH_Healthcare]
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Veterans Affairs Dept. buys one out of every five
hearing aids sold annually in the U.S.

Marine Corps reservist Mauricio Mota
served in five combat zones
between 1987 and 2008, the last one
in Iraq, where he slept next to what
he described as “deafening” field
generators and rode in loud
helicopters. In training he fired an
even louder weapon, a “bunker
buster.”

Toward the end of his Iraq tour, the
now-retired staff sergeant said he
realized his hearing had gone bad. “I
found myself telling others, ‘Wear

Kay Miller
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Veteran Mauricio Moto now uses a hearing
aid for his left ear after returning from war.
Kay Miller/News21

(http://backhome.news21.com/article/hearing/)

some ear protection so you don’t go
deaf like me,’” he said.

Among post-9/11 veterans, 414,000
have come home with hearing loss
and tinnitus, or ringing in the ears.
The most-widespread injury for
veterans has been hearing loss and
other auditory complications,
according to interviews and benefits
data. Hearing maladies cost more
than $1.4 billion in veterans disability
payments annually, according to
fiscal year 2010 data from the
Hearing Center of Excellence, a part
of the Department of Defense. At
least $216 million was spent that
same year for hearing aids and
related devices, according to an
advisory committee report to the VA.

Paying an average of $348.15 each,
the VA buys one in five hearing aids
sold annually in the U.S., according
to that 2010 spending report, the last
year that data was available.

While much of the public concern
about injuries suffered by post-9/11
troops has focused on missing limbs,
traumatic brain injuries and post-
traumatic stress disorder, Scott C.
Forbes, immediate past-president of
the Association of Veterans
Administration Audiologists, said
“Actually, I think the signature injury
is an auditory injury.”
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Back Home

The challenges facing post-9/11 veterans
returning from the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan

STORIES IN THIS SERIES

Post 9/11 veterans
come home to a
nation that cannot
address their needs
By News21 Staff
August 25, 2013

Some charities
claiming to support
veterans spend
heavily on overhead instead
By Chad Garland and Andrew Knochel
September 6, 2013

One-fifth of female
veterans from Iraq,
Afghanistan show
signs of sexual trauma

Hearing injuries are the most
commonly documented trauma, said
Forbes, a Marine veteran who has a
doctorate in audiology and served
during the Gulf War/Somalia
conflicts. He has been a VA
audiologist for 13 years. The most
common disability among all veterans
is hearing related, according to a
January 2011 Government
Accountability Office report.

Despite being such a prevalent
condition, hearing problems don’t
get much attention, because “in
general, very few people die
because of hearing loss,” said
Theresa Schulz, a retired Air Force
audiologist who now works in a
similar capacity for Honeywell Safety
Products.

Rep. Dan Benishek, R-Mich.,
chairman of the Subcommittee on
Health of the House Veterans Affairs
Committee, said in a telephone
interview that 25 to 30 percent of VA
disability claims involved hearing.
Among them, “almost 99 percent”
eventually are approved, he said.
Benishek, who is a physician, has
proposed that every service member
gets a full audiology examination at
discharge. His bills have been sent to
the Congressional Budget Office to
determine their impact on federal
spending.
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By Caitlin Cruz and Asha Anchan
September 5, 2013

Horse therapy aids
military sexual
trauma victim

Women veterans
face stereotypes on
and off the
battlefield
By Asha Anchan, Kelsey Hightower and Caitlin
Cruz
September 4, 2013

GI bill covered
tuition for nearly a
million post-9/11
veterans without tracking their
progress
By Meg Wagner, Anthony Cave and Hannah
Winston
September 3, 2013

Is the Veterans
Affairs Dept. too
stringent on
veteran-owned companies?
By Steven Rich
September 2, 2013

Suicide rate for
veterans far
exceeds that of
civilian population
By Jeff Hargarten, Forrest Burnson, Bonnie
Campo and Chase Cook
August 30, 2013

Victim’s mother
speaks out about
military suicide

Mota took occasional hearing tests,
but always managed to pass, he said.
He didn’t recall hearing protection
being issued, but said, “I think it was
always around somewhere.”

Shortly after his discharge, Mota was
with his family at a mall when he
stopped at a hearing professional’s
office to get tested. Immediately, he
was fitted with his first two hearing
aids.

“I walked out of that office and the
world just opened up,” he said, “and
the first sound I remember hearing
was actually the ‘click click’ of a
woman’s high heels.”

Last year at a Marine Corps ball, he
noticed that many of his buddies
seemed to have trouble hearing, too.

“I would say provocative things to
someone to see how they’d
respond,” said Mota, who works now
as a charge nurse in a Gallup, N.M.,
hospital operating room, “and I could
tell by the answer if they’d actually
heard what I said.”

Master Sgt. Charles Peworski’s last
hearing test was in 2004 despite the
fact that he knows his hearing is a
problem. When he and his fellow
reservists gather to celebrate the
Marine Corps anniversary, they joke
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Hearing loss
widespread among
post-9/11 veterans
By Kay Miller
August 29, 2013

Click here for more stories in this topic

More from the News21 ‘Back
Home’ series
You can find more reporting on the problems
facing post 9/11 veterans from News21 here
(http://backhome.news21.com) . We’ll also
publish a new story on our website
(http://www.publicintegrity.org/national-
security/back-home) daily through Sept. 6.

about their hearing, or rather, the
lack of it.

“We laugh about it. Out of the 10 guys
in my unit, when we get together we
say, ‘You know I can’t hear … talk to
my good ear,” he said.

If there is a good ear.

One of his Marine buddies wears
hearing aids in both ears; necessary,
he said, because of noise exposure
over his career.

Peworski was exposed to several
factors that cause hearing
impairment for military personnel:
loud noises from trucks and
helicopters, as well as machine-gun
bursts and artillery fire.

In October 2008, Congress
mandated a Pentagon-based office
that would determine ways to
prevent, diagnose, mitigate, treat,
rehabilitate and research hearing loss
and auditory issues for active-duty
service members and veterans.

Experts say too few returning
veterans, like most people, don’t
seek medical attention for their
hearing loss when they first notice it.
They just live with it.

“We know that it is usually seven
years between the time someone
notes a problem with their hearing
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Charles Peworski has recieved more than 20
military and civilian awards, including the
Marine Corps “Combat V” award for heroism
and bravery. He served with the U.S. Marine
Corps, sufering injuries while deployed and
now deals with hearing loss. Kay
Miller/News21

and the time they actually seek
medical attention for it,” said Nancy
Macklin, director of events and
marketing for the Hearing Loss
Association of America.

Prolonged excessive noise damages
hearing, according to the National
Institute of Deafness and Other
Communication Disorders (NIDCD), a
division of the National Institutes of
Health. Loud noises destroy the ear’s
special cells, called “hair cells.” The
ear cannot grow new hair cells.

Hair cells are one aspect of how
hearing works; they help translate
sound into a signal the brain
interprets, or “hears.”

Loud noises also damage the
auditory nerve, another hearing
component that helps translate
sound waves into signals the brain
understands.

Hearing also can be damaged
significantly by a single impulse sound — gunfire, for example.

Normal conversation is considered to be “safe” at a sound level of 60 decibels,
according to the NIDCD.

On flight decks, noise levels are around 130 decibels and helicopter noise is
around 100 decibels, according to military noise assessment. A soldier near an
M60 machine gun is exposed to 150 decibels and within 50 feet of an exploding
grenade, 160 decibels.

Blast pressure also damages hearing. Eardrums can rupture at pressure as low as
5 pounds per square inch, a fraction of what it takes to damage internal organs.
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Explosives used in Iraq and Afghanistan create pressure that exceeds 60 psi,
according to VA audiology research. The pressure that damages lungs and
intestines is 56-76 psi.

Another feature of blast injury/hearing impairment is that it likely will show up
later, often as part of blast-induced traumatic brain injury.

Brett Buchanan, an Army veteran, is a claims agent for Allsup, a Belleville,
Ill.-based national disability representation company that helps veterans through
their medical appeals.

“Hearing loss and tinnitus are classic examples of medical issues that veterans
may or may not be aware they have,” he said. “Earlier is better, and that applies
to medical treatment and filing the claim for compensation.”

If veterans wait seven years, Buchanan said, their time discharged might be
longer than the time they served on active duty. Upon discharge, veterans should
get a baseline audiology examination, he said.

“Ultimately when the VA adjudicator looks at your claim and sees that you entered
at this hearing threshold and left at this hearing threshold, and that every year
after discharge your hearing has gotten progressively worse even though you
were working in an office environment, it just lends credibility to your case that
the hearing loss you experience today is due to that noise exposure in service,”
Buchanan said.

Retired Army Capt. Mark A. Brogan
was severely wounded in Iraq when a
suicide bomb attack blew away part
of his skull. Beyond his surviving that
2006 blast, Brogan said he is
amazed by how much his hearing-
assistive devices improved his life.

Brogan uses a device called CapTel
lets him hear and read a transcription
of telephone conversations as he
listens to them.
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Post-9/11 veteran Mark Brogan uses a CapTel
phone, which allows him to read a
transcription of a conversation while
someone is talking to him, because of his
hearing loss. Brogan lost most of his hearing
when a suicide bomber detonated behind him
during a mission in Iraq in 2006.

Anthony Cave/News21

“I had to find ways to re-engage and I
just happened to discover a local
HLAA (Hearing Loss Association of
America) chapter,” Brogan said by
phone from his Knoxville, Tenn.,
home. After speaking at an
association convention, he now is
invited to speak on many speaking
panels, for organizations such as the
HLAA and the Veterans of Foreign
Wars.

Army Col. Vickie Tuten, associate
director for the Hearing Center of
Excellence, and Kyle Dennis, the VA
representative to the center, work
together to assure veterans’ well-
being.

The VA and the Defense Department
had worked together for about a
decade, but the formal establishment
of the HCE and its “one voice,”
Dennis said, “is a welcome
development.” That focused effort
also could lead to much-needed
advances in technology. For
example, service members in 2011
told the GAO that they do not always
wear hearing protection because of
concerns with “comfort and
communication.”

“There is emerging technology for the
future to protect the hearing of our
service members,” Tuten said. “We
will see a time in the future that we
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The CapTel phone transcribes what the
person on the phone is saying, allowing a
hearing-impaired user to see and read the
phone conversation. Mark Brogan had his
right temporal lobe removed because of the
damage he suffered as a result of the suicide
bomb.

Anthony Cave/News21

won’t have to accept hearing loss as
part of military service.”

Read more in National
Security

WAR IN AFGHANISTAN AND IRAQ NATIONAL SECURITY
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Nearly one in five
suicides nationally is a
veteran, 49,000 took
own lives between 2005
and 2011
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EXHIBIT D
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SOLICITATION/CONTRACT/ORDER FOR COMMERCIAL ITEMS 1. REQUISITION NUMBER PAGE 1 OF

OFFEROR TO COMPLETE BLOCKS 12, 17, 23, 24, & 30 63
2 CONTRACT NO. 3. AWARD/EFFECTIVE 4. ORDER NUMBER S. SOLICITATION NUMBER 6. SOLICITATION ISSUE

DATE DATE
SP0200-06-R-4202 8-4-06L. NAME b. TELEPHONE NUMBER (No collect 8. OFFER DUE DATE/

7. FOR SOLICITATION calls) LOCAL TIME

INFORMATION CALL: Allen Thomas, Contract Specialist 215-737-2320 9-5-06
9. ISSUED BY CODE 1 10. THIS ACQUISITON IS

ITONRESTRICTED OR ESET ASIDE: % FOR:
DEFENSE SUPPLY CENTER PHILADELPHIA OFMERGING SMALL

DIRECTORATE OF MEDICAL MATERIEL
FIMALL BUSINESS

BUSINESS

700 ROBBINS AVENUE ILIHUBZONE SMALL
NAICS: BUSINESS

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19111 SIZE STANDARD: DERVICE-DISABLED VETERAN- n8(A)
OWNED SMALL BUSINESS

11. DELIVERY FOR FOB DESTINA- 12. DISCOUNT TERMS 13b. RATING
TION UNLESS BLOCK IS 111 130. THIS CONTRACT IS A
MARKED RATED ORDER UNDER 14. METHOD OF SOLICITATION

DPAS 115 CFR 700)El SEE SCHEDULE LI RR) 111IFB IZI RF P
15. DELIVER TO CODE 16. ADMINISTERED BY CODE I
See Schedule

17a. CONTRACTOR/ 18a. PAYMENT WILL BE MADE BY
OFFEROR CODE 1 l FACILITY 1 CODE

CODE

TELEPHONE NO.

185. SUBMIT INVOICES TO ADDRESS SHOWN IN BLOCK 18a UNLESS BLOCK17b. CHECK IF REMITTANCE IS DIFFERENT AND PUT SUCH ADDRESS IN
OFFER BELOW IS CHECKED 1-1

1_1 SEE ADDENDUM

19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24.
ITEM NO. SCHEDULE OF SUPPLIES/SERVICES QUANTITY UNIT UNIT PRICE AMOUNT

NSN 6515-01-466-2710

Plug, Ear, Combat Arms, Double-Ended,
50 Pair Per Package

(Brand Name or Equal Product)

(Use Reverse and/or Attach Addi(ional Sheets as Necessary)
25. ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA 26. TOTAL AWARD AMOUNT (For Govt. Use Only)

27a. SOLICITATION INCORPORATES BY REFERENCE FAR 52.212-1, 52.212-4, FAR 52.212-3 AND 52.212-5 ARE ATTACHED. ADDENDAEi VIARE LIARE NOT ATTACHED

27b. CONTRACT/PURCHASE ORDER INCORPORATES BY REFERENCE FAR 52.212-4 FAR 52.212-5 IS ATTACHED. ADDENDA MARE nARE NOT ATTACHED

LI 28. CONTRACTOR IS REQUIRED TO SIGN THIS DOCUMENT AND RETURN LI 29. AWARD OF CONTRACT: REF. OFFER
COPIES TO ISSUING OFFICE. CONTRACTOR AGREES TO FURNISH AND

DATED YOUR OFFER ON SOLICITATION
DELIVER ALL ITEMS SET FORTH OR OTHERWISE IDENTIFIED ABOVE AND ON ANY (BLOCK 51, INCLUDING ANY ADDITIONS OR CHANGES WHICH ARE
ADDITIONAL SHEETS SUBJECT TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SPECIFIED SET FORTH HEREIN, IS ACCEPTED AS TO ITEMS:

30a. SIGNATURE OF OFFEROR/CONTRACTOR 131a. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (SIGNATURE OF CONTRACTING OFFICER)

306 NAME AND TITLE OF SIGNER (Type or print) 130c. DATE SIGNED 131b. NIAME OF CONTRACTING OFFICER (Type or prin() 131c. DATE SIGNED

AUTHORIZED FOR LOCAL REPRODUCTION STANDARD FORM 1449 (REV_ 3/2005)
PREVIOUS EDITION IS NOT USABLE Prescribed by GSA - FAR 148 CFR) 53.212
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TABLE OF CONTENTS
FOR

Phi% Ear, Combat Arms

SOLICITATION: SP0200-06-R-4202

TITLE PAGE

Caution Notice (if any) None

Standard Form (SF) 1449, Solicitation/Contract/Order for Commercial Items 1

Solicitation Response Sheet for No Offer 3

Notice to DLA Suppliers Regarding Implementation of Radio Frequency 4
Identification (RFID)
Continuation of any block(s) from SF 1449

Block 8 - Offer Due Date/Local Time 5
Block 17b - Remittance Address 5
Blocks 19-24 - Schedule of Supplies/Services/Prices 7-9

Contract Clauses--

1. FAR clause 52.212-4, Contract Terms and Conditions—Commercial Items 10

2. Addendum to 52.212-4 10-27

3. FAR clause 52.212-5, Contract Terms and Conditions Required to 28-32
Implement Statutes or Executive Orders—Commercial Items

4. Addendum to 52.212-5 32-34
DFARS clause 252.212-7001 Contract Terms and Conditions Required to Implement

Statutes or Executive Orders Applicable to Defense Acquisitions ofCommercial Items

Any contract documents, exhibits or attachments-
1.Item Marking & Packaging and Item Specification] 35-44

Solicitation Provisions--
1. FAR provision 52.212-1, Instructions to Offerors—Conzmercial Items 45

2. Addendum to 52.212-1 45-53
(b) Submission of Offers
(c) Period for acceptance of offers
(e) Multiple offers
(h) Multiple Awards

3. l FAR provision 52.212-2, Evaluation—Commercial Items N/A

] l Addendum to 52.212-2, Evaluation Criteria (Continuation Sheet) N/A

4. FAR provision 52.212-3, Offeror Representations and Certifications - 54-61
Commercial Items

5. Addenda to 52.212-3
DEARS provision 252.212-7000, Offeror Representations and Certifications— 62-63

Commercial Items
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FOR: Plug, Ear, Combat Arms

OFFER DUE DATE/LOCAL TIME: Sept. 5, 2006, 3:00PM Phila., PA Local Time

CANNOT COMPLY WITH SPECIFICATION

1 CANNOT MEET DELIVERY REQUIREMENT

1 NO OPEN PRODUCTION CAPACITY AT PLANT

DO NOT REGULARLY MANUFACTURE OR SELL TYPE OF ITEMS
INVOLVED

1 OTHER (SPECIFY)

WE DO Í J WE DO NOT DESIRE TO BE RETAINED ON THE MAILING
LIST FOR FUTURE PROCUREMENT OF THE TYPE OF ITEM(S) INVOLVED

NAME AND ADDRESS OF FIRM (INCLUDE ZIP CODE)

TYPE OR PRINT NAME AND TITLE OF SIGNER

SIGNATURE
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NOTICE TO DLA SUPPLIERS

On May 19, 2006, DoD issued an interim rule amending the Defense Federal Acquisition
Regulation Supplement (DFARS) to include additional commodities and DoD locations that

require package marking with passive Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags (see
http://a257.g.akamaitech.net/7/257/2422/0 1 jan20061800/edocket.access.gpo.gov/2006/06-
4682.htm). Contractors supplying materiel to the Department are now required to affix passive
RFID tags, at the case and palletized unit load levels, to shipments ofpackaged petroleum,
lubricants, oils, preservatives, chemicals, additives, construction and barrier materials, and
medical materials to the Defense Distribution Depots in Albany, GA; Anniston, AL; Barstow,
CA; Cherry Point, NC; Columbus, OH; Corpus Christi, TX; Hill, UT; Jacksonville, FL;
Oklahoma City, OK; Norfolk, VA; Puget Sound, WA; Red River, TX; Richmond, VA; San
Diego, CA; Tobyhanna, PA; Warner Robins, GA; or the Air Mobility Command Terminals
at Charleston Air Force Base, Charleston, SC; Naval Air Station, Norfolk, VA; and Travis
Air Force Base, Fairfield, CA. This interim rule addresses the second year of DoD's three-year
roll-out plan for supplier implementation of RFID. For packaged operational rations, clothing,
individual equipment, tools, personal demand items, or weapon system repair parts shipped to the
Defense Distribution Depots in Susquehanna, PA, or San Joaquin, CA, contractors are already
required to affix passive RFID tags at the case and palletized unit load levels. When RF1D tags
are required, contractors must submit advance shipment notices to DoD via the Wide Area Work
Flow (WAWF) system (see http://www.amosd.mil/logirfid/advance shipment ntc.htm). This
permits RFID tag data to be associated with corresponding shipments. The DoD RF1D Web site
contains a Class of Supply Look-Up Tool to assist suppliers in determining if a Federal Supply
Group (first two digits ofthe National Stock Number) or a Federal Stock Class (first four digits of
the National Stock Number) is subject to the RFID requirement (see
http://www.acq.osd.mil/log/rfid/FSC.htm). When the clause at DFARS 252.211-7006 is included
in a DLA solicitation, MIL-STD-129P, Change 3, will apply. DLA will be implementing the
interim rule using a phased approach based on procurement methods, as follows:

Requestsfor Proposals/Invitationsfor Bids issued on/after May 19, 2006for delivery
after July I, 2006

Manual Requestsfor Quotation issued on/after July 19, 2006for delivery after
September I, 2006

Automated Requestsfor Quotation issued on/after September 19, 2006 for delivery
after November 1, 2006

Supplier options to comply with the requirernents of the rule can be as simple as replacing
existing military shipping label printers with RFID-enabled printers. This will allow DoD
contractors to print military shipping labels with embedded RFID tags. Extensive information,
including Supplier Information (info) and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). is posted on the
DoD RF1D Web site at http://www.dodrfid.org. In addition, the Procurement Technical
Assistance Centers (PTACS) offer no-cost RFID training, assistance, and one-on-one counseling
to DOD suppliers and small businesses (see http://www.dla.mil/db/procurem.htm). Suppliers can

also direct questions to

info@dodrfid.org.

See Clause 252.211-7006 on page 18.
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1. Continuation of Block 8

Offer Due Date/Local Time: Sept. 5, 2006, 3:00PM Phila., PA Local Time

2. Continuation of Block 9:

Mailed offers should be sent to: Hand-carried offers, includinz delivery by commercial carrier,
should be delivered to:

Defense Logistics Agency Defense Supply Center Philadelphia
Defense Supply Center Business Opportunities Office
Philadelphia Bldg. 36, Second Floor
P. O. Box 56667 700 Robbins Avenue

Philadelphia, PA 19111-6667 Philadelphia, PA 19111-5092

NOTE: All hand-carried offers are to be delivered between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, except for legal federal holidays as set forth in 5 USC 6103.
Offerors using a commercial carrier service must ensure that the carrier service "hand-
carries" the package to the depository specified above (i.e., the Business Opportunities
Office address) prior to the scheduled opening/closing time. Package must be plainly
marked ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE COMMERCIAL CARRIER'S ENVELOPE
with the solicitation number, date, and time set forth for receipt of offers as

indicated in Block 8 of the Standard Form 1449.

3. Continuation of Block 17a:

Offeror's assigned DUNS Number:

4. Continuation of Block 17b:

Remittance Address is:

Note: The Government will mail checks to this address only in the event ofan Electronic
Funds Transfer (EFT) failure, pursuant to 52.232-33 (which is incorporated by reference

52.212-5(b)(31)).
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5. CAGE Number:

6. Are you registered with the Central Contractor Registration (CCR) database?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

(Ifyou have not registered or your registration has expired, please visit the website
at www.ccr.gov)
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6. Continuation of Blocks 19-24:

SCHEDULE OF SUPPLIES/SERVICES

NSN 6515-01-466-2710
PLUG, EAR, COMBAT ARMS, DOUBLE-ENDED, 50 PAIR (PER PACKAGE): SWEPT-BACK TRIPLE-
FLANGE STYLE. OLIVE DRAB END PROTECTS USER FROM CONTINOUS NOISE; YELLOW END
PROTECTS USER FROM MILITARY WEAPONS NOISE.

Estimated Annual

Quantity Unit Price Total Price

0001 Base Year 15,000 Packages (PG)

0001 Option Year 15,000 Packages (PG)

Guaranteed Minimum Annual Quantity: 10,000 PG / Base Year

5,000 PG / Option Year.

Estimated Maximum Annual Quantity: 45,000 PG / Base Year
45,000 PG / Option Year.

GENERAL NOTES - [However, see actual clause language herein for specific coverage. ]

The above item is being solicited to establish an Indefinite-Delivery, Indefinite-Quantity
Contract (IQC) against which delivery orders will be issued.

EVALUATION - This is a Low Price/Technically-Acceptable solicitation. The Government
will award a contract resulting from this solicitation to the responsible offeror submitting
the lowest price that conforms to the specification requirements.

The IQC contract will be effective for one year(i.e, Base Year), with 1 option period to extend
the contract for one additional year. Total length of the contract will not exceed 2 years. See
clause 52.217-9P12 contained in this solicitation.

Submission of an offer on the option year is mandatory. Failure to offer on the option year will
result in the offer being eliminated from further consideration.

A determination of price reasonableness for the option year will be made prior to award.
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icoBT

6. Continuation of Blocks 19-24:

SCHEDULE OF SUPPLIES/SERVICES (Cont'd)

GENERAL NOTES (cont'd ) [However, see actual clause language herein forspecific coverage.

The required delivery dates will be cited on each delivery order. The delivery date specified in
each delivery order shall not be less than 45 days after the effective date of the delivery order.

Deliveries required for emergency situations shall be negotiated with the contractor prior to
order placement.

Each delivery order will satisfy a minimum quantity of 1,400 PG and will not exceed a maximum
of 5,000 PG. No more than one delivery order will be placed during any 60 day period for the
duration of the contract. Pg 14

Any issued order calling for delivery beyond the contract expiration date shall be completed
within the time specified in the order. However, no deliveries shall be required beyond 90 days
past the contract expiration date. Pg 15

Offerors should develop their pricing based on the estimated quantities rather than the
guaranteed minimum or the maximum quantities.

The Government may reject without negotiation any offer placing restrictions on the
Government's ability to order quantities up to the maximum annual quantities cited on page 7.

The estimated annual quantity is the most realistic quantity that the Government expects to
order in a 365 day period. The cited maximum quantity has been inflated to ensure contract

coverage for unforecasted demands and applies to the Base Year and the Option Year

The Government intends to make one award. Pg 46

Alternate offers of commercial items will not be considered for award. Unless the offeror clearly
indicates in its offer that the product being offered is an "equal" product, the offeror shall

provide the brand name product referenced in the solicitation. Pg 46, 48

A pre-award plant survey may be required to establish the capability of unknown offerors who
have not previously supplied this item. Pg 52

The Government reserves the right to request pre-award sample(s). Offerors are required to
submit such samples within 15 days after the Government s request. Submission time of 15 days
is vital to the Government in making a timely award. Pg 52
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FADDEN111UM-qT0 STANDARD 14'TO'It114.7114-40 (c'i.inn'uCa) ufft,

Continuation of Blocks 19-24:

SCHEDULE OF SUPPLIES/SERVICES (Cont'd)

Offers are to based on FOB Destination pricing. Deliveries will be to the following three
destinations:

DD SUSQUEHANNA DD SAN JOAQUIN DD Hill AFB
Defense Distribution Depot Susquehanna Defense Distribution San Joaquin Distribution Dept Hill
U Ave. Bldg 89 Door 7 25600 S Chrisman Road 7537 Wardleigh Road,
New Cumberland, Pa. 17070 Receiving Warehouse 10 Bldg. 849W

Tracy, CA 95376-5000 Hill AFB, UT 84056-5734

PREVIOUS AWAIU) HISTORY:
A & A Glove and Safety Co.
Unit Price: $323.00 Quantity: 3,398 PG DATE: 1/30/06
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This clause is now incorporated by reference. Thefull text may be accessed electronically
at www.dla.milli-34-336/icps.htm. Onceyou arrive at this website, click on the Hill AFB
FAR link, then click on 52.000 (located on the left-hand side ofthe page). Scroll down
until you reach 52.212-4.

1. Addenda to 52.212-4(g)

The invoicing arid payment office for orders/contracts issued by DSCP-Medical shall be
as follows:

Normal Mail Delivery: DFAS-Columbus Center
ATTN: DFAS-BVDPII/CC
P.O. BOX 182317
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43218-6248

Overnight Delivery: DFAS-Columbus Center
ATTN: DFAS-I3VDPIVCC
3990 EAST BROAD STREET
BUILDING 21

COLUMBUS, OHIO 43213-1152

2. Addenda to 52.212-4(i)

Substitute the following for the first sentence:

n Fast Payment procedures apply to all Direct Vendor Delivery (DVD) delivery orders,
regardless ofdollar value, issued against this indefinite-delivery contract. The clause at

52.213-1, Fast Payment Procedure, and the clauses at DLAD 52.212-9001, Application of
Fast Pay to Part 12 Acquisitions and at DLAD 52.213-9009, Fast Payment Procedure, are

hereby incorporated by reference.
n Fast Payment procedures apply to ail Direct Vendor Delivery (DVD) orders $25,000
or less. The clause at 52.213-1, Fast Payment Procedure, and the DLAD clauses at

52.212-9001, Application ofFast Payment to Part 12 Acquisitions, arid at DLAD 52.213-
9009, Fast Payment Procedure, are hereby incorporated by reference. NOTE: Fast Pay
also applies to any order, regardless of dollar value, that requires direct shipment
overseas.
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NOTE: DLAD 52.213-9009 requires the vendor to annotate the invoice or packing slip
with a notice instructing the consignee to notift DSCP promptly (i.e., within 60 days) if
supplies are not received, ifthey are damaged in transit, or ifthey do not conform to the
specifications ofthe order.

3. CONTRACT CLAUSES INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE

This contract incorporates one or more clauses by reference, with the same force
and effect as if they were given in full text. The full text of any FAR, DFARS,
DLAD and DSCP solicitation clause may be accessed electronically at

www.dla.milli-31i-336/icps.htm or obtained from the Contracting Officer. The
clauses listed below are incorporated by reference only when checked.

CLAUSE
NUMBER TITLE DATE SOURCE

ix! 52.203-12 LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS TO INFLUENCE (SEP 2005) FAR
CERTAIN FEDERAL TRANSACTIONS

Ixl 52.204-4 PRINTED OR COPIED, DOUBLE-SIDED ON (AUG 2000) FAR
RECYCLED PAPER

IxI 52.211-17 DELIVERY OF EXCESS QUANTITIES (SEP 1989) FAR

lx1 52.215-14 INTEGRITY OF UNIT PRICES (OCT 1997) FAR

[xl 52.219-16 LIQUIDATED DAMAGES - SUBCONTRACTING PLAN (JAN 1999) FAR

Ixl 52.222-20 WALSH-HEALEY PUBLIC COIVTRACTS ACT (DEC 1996) FAR

Ixl 52.227-2 NOTICE AND ASSISTANCE REGARDING PATENT (AUG 1996) FAR
AND CPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

Ixl 52.232-11 EXTRAS (APR 1984) FAR

Ix! 52.232-17 INTEREST (JUN 1996) FAR

Ixl 52.242-13 BANKRUPTCY (JUL 1995) FAR

Ixl 52.242-15 STOP WORK ORDER (AUG 1989) FAR

Ixl 52.244-5 COMPETITION IN SUBCONTRACTING (DEC 1996) FAR

Ixl 52.247-34 F.O.B DESTINATION (NOV 1991) FAR
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lx] 52.253-1 COMPUTER GE1VERATED FORMS (JAN 1991) FAR

lx] 252.203-7002 DISPLAY OF DoD HOTLINE POSTER (DEC 1991) DFARS

lx] 252.204-7003 CONTROL OF GOVT. WORK PRODUCT (APR 1992) DFARS

lx] 252.211-7006 RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION MAY 2006 DFARS

(The requirementfor use ofRFID is being implemented over a three-year period. The Notice at

the beginning ofthis document explains the phases ofimplementation, the affected commodities,
and the destinations involved. At this point, this clause applies to Requests for Proposals and
Invitations fbr Bid issued on/after May 19, 2006for delivery after July I, 2006for purchases of
Subclass ofClass VIII Medical Materials that will be shipped to any ofthe locations listed in the
notice. However, pharmaceuticals, biologicals, and reagents under Class VIII and medical-

peculiar repairparts thatfall under Class IX—Repair Parts and Components are currently
exempt from the requirementfor RFID tagging.)

[x] 252.225-7002 QUALIFYING COUNTRY SOURCES AS (APR 20(ì3) DFARS
SUBCONTRACTORS

lx] 252.225-7013 DUTY-FREE ENTRY (JUN 2005) DFARS

ix] 252.225-7031 SECONDARY ARAB BOYCOTT OF ISRAEL (JUN 2005) DFARS

!xi 252.243-7001 PRICING OF CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS (DEC 1991) DFARS

[x] 252.246-7000 MATERIAL INSPECTIONAND RECEIVING (MAR 2003) DFARS
REPORT

] ] 52.211-9004 PRIORITY RATING FOR VARIOUS MAR 2000 DLAD
LONG-TERM CONTRACTS

(Applies to delivery ordersfor surge or sustainment requirements. May also apply to urgent
requirements at contracting officer 's discretion.)

lxi 52.211-9010 SHIPPING DOCUMENTATION— DEC 2005 DLAD
MIL-STD I29P— TAKES PRECEDENCE
OVER SCHEDULE

(Applies to all contractor shipments qfpackaged material to the Government.)

[ 52. 217-9006 LIMITATIONS ON USE OF SURGE AND JUL 1999 DLAD
SUSTAINMENT (S&S) INVESTMENTS

] 52.239-9000 YEAR 2000 (Y2K) COMPLIANCE NOTICE JUN 2002 DLAD

ix! 52.246-9001 MANUF,4CTURING PROCESS CONTROLS & (JUN 1998) DLAD
IN-PROCESS INSPECTIONS
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4. THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL CLAUSES ARE INCORPORATED IN
FULL TEXT:

ix! 52.211-16 VARIATION IN QUANTITY (APR 1984) FAR

Paragraph (b): The permissible variation shall be limited to:

2% Percent increase 2% Percent decrease

This increase or decrease shall apply to:

[x] 1. Each contract sub-line item number (e.g., 0001AA)
[ ] 2. The following contract sub-line itern numbers:

[X] 52.215-6 PLACE OF PERFORMANCE (OCT 1997) FAR

(a) The offeror or respondent, in the performance of any contract resulting from this solicitation,

[ I intends, [ }does not intend (check applicable block) to use one or more plants or facilities located at

a different address frorn the address of the offeror or respondent as indicated in this proposal or

response to request for information.

(b) lf the offeror or respondent checks "intends" in paragraph (a) of this provision, it shall insert in
the following spaces the required information:

Place of performance Name and address of
(street address, city, state, county, owner and operator of
zip code) the plant or facility if

other than offeror or respondent

NOTE: If using one or more plants or facilities as indicated, offeror/respondent shall provide the

following additional information for each plant location to be used in the performance ofa contract

resulting from this solicitation:

Operation Quantity by Plant

(cutting, shipping etc.)
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[ X ] 52.216-18 ORDERING (Oct 1995)
(a) Any supplies and services to be furnished under this contract shall be ordered by issuance

ofdelivery orders or task orders by the individuals or activities designated in the Schedule.
Such orders may be issued from date ofaward through one year thereafter as well as through
the option period for one additional year (1.e, 2 years total ordering tirne ),

(b) All delivery orders or task orders are subject to the terms and conditions of this contract.
In the event of conflict between a delivery order or task order and this contract, the contract
shall control.

(c) Ifmailed, a delivery order or task order is considered "issued" when the Government
deposits the order in the mail. Orders may be issued orally, by facsimile, or by electronic
cornmerce rnethods only ifauthorized in the Schedule.

[ X I 52.216-19 ORDER LIMITATIONS (Oct 1995)
(a) Minimum order. When the Government requires supplies or services covered by this
contract in an amount of less than 1,400 PG, the Government is not obligated to

purchase, nor is the Contractor obligated to furnish, those supplies or services under the
contract_

(b) Maximum order. The Contractor is not obligated to honor --

-(1) Any order for a single item in excess of 5,000 PG,
(2) Any order for a combination of items in excess of 5,000 PG; or

(3) A series of orders from the same ordering office within 60 days that together call for
quantities exceeding the limitation in subparagraph (b)(I) or (2) of this section.

(c) If this is a requirements contract (i.e., includes the Requirements clause at subsection
52.216-21 of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)), the Government is not required
to order a part of any one requirerrient from the Contractor if that requirement exceeds the
maximum-order limitations in paragraph (b) of this section.

(d) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section, the Contractor shall honor any
order exceeding the maximum order limitations in paragraph (b), unless that order (or
orders) is returned to the ordering office within 10 days after issuance, with written
notice stating the Contractor's intent not to ship the itern (or iterns) called for and the
reasons. Upon receiving this notice. the Govemrnent rnay acquire the supplies or

services from another source.
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[ X ] 52.216-22 INDEFINITE QUANTITY (OCT 1995) FAR

(a) This is an indefinite-quantity contract for the supplies or services specified, and effective
for the period stated, in the Schedule. The quantities of supplies and services specified in the
Schedule are estimates only and are not purchased by this contract.

(b) Delivery or performance shall be made only as authorized by orders issued in
accordance with the Ordering clause. The Contractor shall furnish to the Government,
when and if ordered, the supplies or services specified in the Schedule up to and
including the quantity designated in the Schedule as the "maximum." The Governrnent
shall order at least the quantity of supplies or services designated in the Schedule as the
"minimum."

(c) Except for any limitations on quantities in the Order Limitations clause or in the Schedule,
there is no limit on the number of orders that may be issued. The Government rnay issue
orders requiring delivery to multiple destinations or performance at multiple locations.

(d) Any order issued during the effective period of this contract and not completed within that
period shall be completed by the Contractor within the tirne specified in the order. The
contract shall govern the Contractor's and Government's rights and obligations with respect to
that order to the same extent as if the order were completed during the contract's effective
period; provided that the Contractor shall not be required to make any deliveries under this
contract after 90 days from contract expiration.

Ix] 52.227-9 REFUND OF ROYALTIES (APR 1984) FAR

(a) The contract price includes certain arnounts for royalties payable by the Contractor or

subcontractors or both, which amounts have been reported to the Contracting Officer.

(b) The term "royalties" as used in this clause refers to any costs or charges in the nature of
royalties, license fees, patent or license amortization costs, or the like, for the use ofor for
rights in patents and patent applications in connection with performing this contract or any
subcontract hereunder.

(c) The Contractor shall furnish to the Contracting Officer, before final payment under this
contract, a statement of royalties paid or required to be paid in connection with performing this
contract and subcontracts hereunder together with the reasons.
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52.227-9 (continued)
(d) The Contractor will be compensated for royalties reported under paragraph (c) of this
clause, only to the extent that such royalties were included in the contract price and are

determined by the Contracting Officer to be properly chargeable to the Government and
allocable to the contract. To the extent that any royalties that are included in the contract price
are not in fact paid by the Contractor or are determined by the Contracting Officer not to be
properly chargeable to the Government and allocable to the contract, the contract price shall be
reduced. Repayment or credit to the Government shall be made as the Contracting Officer
directs.

(e) If, at any time within 3 years after final payment under this contract, the Contractor for any
reason is relieved in whole or in part from the payment of the royalties included in the final
contract price as adjusted pursuant to paragraph (d) of this clause, the Contractor shall
promptly notify the Contracting Officer of that fact and shall reimburse the Government in a

corresponding amount.

(f) The substance of this clause, including this paragraph (f), shall be included in any
subcontract in which the amount of royalties reported during negotiation of the
subcontract exceeds $250.

[x] 52.233-1 DISPUTES (JULY 2002) ALTERNATE I (DEC 1991) FAR

(a) This contract is subject to the Contract Disputes Act of 1978, as amended (41 U.S.C.
601-613).

(b) Except as provided in the Act, all disputes arising under or relating to this contract
shall be resolved under this clause.

(c) "Claim," as used in this clause, means a written demand or written assertion by one of
the contracting parties seeking, as a matter of right, the payment of money in a sum

certain, the adjustment or interpretation of contract terms, or other relief arising under or

relating to this contract. However, a written dernand or written assertion by the
Contractor seeking the payment of money exceeding $100.000 is not a claim under the
Act until certified. A voucher, invoice, or other routine request for payment that is not in
dispute when submitted is not a claim under the Act. The submission may be converted to
a claim under the Act, by complying with the submission and certification requirenlents
of this clause, if it is disputed either as to liability or amount or is not acted upon in a

reasonable time.

(d)
(1) A clairn by the Contractor shall be made in writing and. unless otherwise stated in this
contract. submitted within 6 years after accrual of the claim to the Contracting Officer for
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52.233-1 (continued)

a written decision. A claim by the Government against the Contractor shall be subject to a

written decision by the Contracting Officer.
(2)
(i) The contractor shall provide the certification specified in paragraph (d)(2)(iii) of this
clause when submitting any claim exceeding $100,000.

(ii) The certification requirernent does not apply to issues in controversy
that have not been submitted as all or part of a clairn.

(iii) The certification shall state as follows: "1 certify that the clairn is
made in good faith; that the supporting data are accurate and complete to

the best of rny knowledge and belief; that the amount requested accurately
reflects the contract adjustment for which the Contractor believes the
Governrnent is liable; and that 1 am duly authorized to certify the claim on

behalf of the Contractor."

(3) The certification rnay be executed by any person duly authorized to bind the
Contractor with respect to the claim.

(e) For Contractor claims of $100,000 or less, the Contracting Officer must, if requested
in writing by the Contractor, render a decision within 60 days of the request. For
Contractor-certified claims over $100,000, the Contracting Officer must, within 60 days,
decide the claim or notify the Contractor of the date by which the decision will be made.

(f) The Contracting Officer's decision shall be final unless the Contractor appeals or files
a suit as provided in the Act.

(g) If the claim by the Contractor is submitted to the Contracting Officer or a clairn by the
Government is presented to the Contractor, the parties, by mutual consent, may agree to
use alternative dispute resolution (ADR). If the Contractor refuses an offer for ADR, the
Contractor shall inform the Contracting Officer, in writing, of the Contractor's specific
reasons for rejecting the offer.

(h) The Government shall pay interest on the amount found due and unpaid from
(1) the date that the Contracting Officer receives the claim (certified. f required); or

(2) the date that payment otherwise would be due, if that date is later, until the date
of payment.

With regard to claims having defective certifications. as defined in FAR 33.201.
interest shall be paid from the date that the Contracting Officer initially receives
the claim. Simple interest on claims shall be paid at the rate, fixed by the
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52.233-1 (continued)
Secretary of the Treasury as provided in the Act, which is applicable to the period
during which the Contracting Officer receives the claim and then at the rate

applicable for each 6-month period as fixed by the Treasury Secretary during the
pendency of the claim.

(i) The Contractor shall proceed diligently with performance of this contract, pending
final resolution of any request for relief, claim, appeal, or action arising under or relating
to the contract, and comply with any decision of the Contracting Officer.

ix] 252.211-7006 RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (NOV 2005) DFARS

(a) Definitions. As used in this clause—

"Advance shipment notice" means an electronic notification used to list the contents of a

shipment of goods as well as additional information relating to the shipment, such as

order information, product description, physical characteristics, type ofpackaging,
marking, carrier information, and configuration ofgoods within the transportation
equipment.

"Bulk commodities" means the following commodities, when shipped in rail tank cars,
tanker trucks, trailers, other bulk wheeled conveyances, or pipelines:

(1) Sand.
(2) Gravel.
(3) Bulk liquids (water, chemicals, or petroleum products).
(4) Ready-mix concrete or similar construction materials.
(5) Coal or combustibles such as firewood.
(6) Agricultural products such as seeds, grains, or animal feed.

"Case" means either a MIL-STD-129 defined exterior container within a palletized unit
load or a MIL-STD-129 defined individual shipping container.

"Electronic Product CodeTM (EPC)" means an identification scheme for universally
identifying physical objects via REID tags and other means. The standardized EPC data
consists of an EPC (or EPC identifier) that uniquely identifies an individual object, as

well as an optional filter value when judged to be necessary to enable effective and
efficient reading of the EPC tags. In addition to this standardized data, certain classes of
EPC tags will allow user-defined data. The EPC tag data standards will define the length
and position of this data, without defining its content.

EPCgIobaITM means a joint venture between EAN International and the Uniform Code
Council to establish and support the EPC network as the global standard for immediate,
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252.211-7006 (continued)
automatic, and accurate identification of any item in the supply chain of any cornpany, in
any industry, anywhere in the world.

"Exterior container means a MIL-STD-129 defined container, bundle, or assembly that
is sufficient by reason of material, design, and construction to protect unit packs and
intermediate containers and their contents during shipment and storage. It can be a unit

pack or a container with a combination ofunit packs or intermediate containers. An
exterior container may or may not be used as a shipping container.

"Palletized unit load" rneans a MIL-STD-129 defined quantity of items, packed or

unpacked, arranged on a pallet in a specified manner and secured, strapped, or fastened
on the pallet so that the whole palletized load is handled as a single unit. A palletized or

skidded load is not considered to be a shipping container. A loaded 463L System pallet is
not considered to be a palletized unit load. Refer to the Defense Transportation
Regulation, DoD 4500.9-R, Part 11, Chapter 203, for marking of 463L Systern pallets.

"Passive RFID tag" means a tag that reflects energy from the reader/interrogator or that
receives and temporarily stores a small amount of energy from the reader/interrogator
signal in order to generate the tag response. Acceptable tags are—

(1) EPC Class 0 passive RF1D tags that meet the EPCglobal Class 0 specification;
and

(2) EPC Class 1 passive RFID tags that meet the EPCglobal Class 1 specification.

"Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)" means an automatic identification and data

capture technology comprising one or more reader/interrogators and one or more radio
frequency transponders in which data transfer is achieved by means of suitably
modulated inductive or radiating electromagnetic carriers.

"Shipping container means a MIL-STD-129 defined exterior container that meets carrier
regulations and is of sufficient strength, by reason of material, design, and construction,
to be shipped safely without further packing (e.g., wooden boxes or crates, fiber and
metal drums, and corrugated and solid fiberboard boxes).

(b)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (b)(2) of this clause, the Contractor shall affix

passive RFID tags, at the case and palletized unit load packaging levels, for shipments of
items that—

(i) Are in any of the following classes ofsupply, as defined in DoD 4140.1-R, DoD

Supply Chain Materiel Management Regulation, AP1.1.11:

(A) Subclass of Class 1 - Packaged operational rations.
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(B) Class II - Clothing, individual equipment, tentage, organizational tool kits,

hand tools, and administrative and housekeeping supplies and equipment.
(C) Class VI - Personal demand items (non-military sales items).
(D) Class IX — Repair parts and components including kits, assemblies and

subassemblies, reparable and consurnable items required for maintenance support of all
equipment, excluding medical-peculiar repair parts; and

(ii) Are being shipped to—

(A) Defense Distribution Depot, Susquehanna, PA: DoDAAC W25G1U or

SW3124; or

(B) Defense Distribution Depot, San Joaquin, CA: DoDAAC W62G2T or

SW3224.
(2) Bulk commodities are excluded from the requirements ofparagraph (b)(1) of this

clause.

(c) The Contractor shall ensure that

(l) The data encoded on each passive RFID tag are unique (i.e., the binary number is
never repeated on any and all contracts) and conforms to the requirements in paragraph
(d) of this clause;

(2) Each passive tag is readable at the time of shipment in accordance with MIL-
STD-129 (Section 4.9.1.1) readability performance requirements; and

(3) The passive tag is affixed at the appropriate location on the specific level of
packaging, in accordance with MIL-STD-129 (Section 4.9.2) tag placement
specifications.

(d) Data syntax and standards. The Contractor shall use one or more of the following
data constructs to write the RFID tag identification to the passive tag, depending upon the
type of passive RF1D tag being used in accordance with the tag construct details located
at http://www.dodrfid.org/tagdata.htm (version in effect as ofthe date ofthe solicitation):

(1) Class 0, 64 Bit Tag — EPCglobal Serialized Global Trade Item Number (SGTIN),
Global Returnable Asset identifier (GRA!), Global Individual Asset Identifier (GIAI), or

Serialized Shipment Container Code (SSCC).
(2) Class 0, 64 Bit Tag — DoD Tag Construct.
(3) Class 1, 64 Bit Tag — EPCglobal SGTIN, GRAI, GIAI, or SSCC.
(4) Class 1, 64 Bit Tag — DoD Tag Construct.
(5) Class 0, 96 Bit Tag — EPCglobal SGT1N, GRAI, GIAI, or SSCC.
(6) Class 0, 96 Bit Tag — DoD Tag Construct.
(7) Class 1, 96 Bit Tag — EPCglobal SGT1N, GRAI, GIAI, or SSCC.
(8) Class 1, 96 Bit Tag — DoD Tag Construct.

(e) Receiving report. The Contractor shall electronically submit advance shipment
notice(s) with the RFID tag identification (specified in paragraph (d) of this clause) in
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252.211-7006 (continued)
advance of the shipment in accordance with the procedures at

http://www.dodrfid.org/asn.htm.

[x] 252.225-7005 IDENTIFICATION OF EXPENDITURES IN
THE UNITED STATES) (JUN 2005) DFARS

(a) Definition. "United States," as used in this clause, means the 50 States, the
District of Columbia, and outlying areas.

(b) This clause applies only if the Contractor is--

(1) A concern incorporated in the United States (including a subsidiary
that is incorporated in the United States, even if the parent corporation is
not incorporated in the United States); or

(2) An unincorporated concern having its principal place ofbusiness in the
United States.

(c) On each invoice, voucher, or other request for payment under this contract, the
Contractor shall identify that part of the requested payment that represents
estimated expenditures in the United States. The identification

(1) May be expressed either as dollar amounts or as percentages of the
total amount of the request for payment;

(2) Should be based on reasonable estimates; and

(3) Shall state the full arnount of the payrnent requested, subdivided into
the following categories:

(i) U.S. products--expenditures for material and equipment
manufactured or produced in the United States, including end

products, components, or construction material, but excluding
transportation;

(ii) U.S. services--expenditures for services performed in the
United States, including all charges for overhead, other indirect
costs, and profit under construction or service contracts;
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252.225-7005 (continued)

(iii) Transportation on U.S. carriers--expenditures for
transportation furnished by U.S. flag, ocean, surface, and air
carriers; and

(iv) Expenditures not identified under paragraphs (c)(3)(i) through
(iii) of this clause.

(d) Nothing in this clause requires the establishrnent or maintenance ofdetailed
accounting records or gives the U.S. Govemment any right to audit the Contractor's
books or records.

[X 1 52.212-9000 CHANGES--MILITARY READINESS (MAR 2001) DLAD

The commercial changes clause at FAR 52.212-4(c) is applicable to this contract in lieu of the
changes clause at FAR 52.243-1. However, in the event of a Contingency Operation or a

Humanitarian or Peace Keeping Operation, as defined below, the contracting officer rnay, by
written order, change 1) the method of shipment or packing, and 2) the place of delivery. If
any such change causes an increase in the cost of, or the tirne required for performance, the
contracting officer shall make an equitable adjustment in the contract price, the delivery
schedule, or both, and shall modify the contract. The contractor must assert its right to an

adjustment within 30 days from the date of receipt of the modification.

"Contingency operatioe rneans a military operation that-

(i) Is designated by the Secretary ofDefense as an operation in which members ofthe armed
forces are or may become involved in rnilitary actions, operations, or hostilities against an

enemy of the United States or against an opposing military force; or

(ii) Results in the call or order to, or retention on, active duty of members of the uniformed
services under 10 U.S.C. 688, 12301(a), 12302, 12304, 12305, or 12406, Chapter 15 of U.S.C.,
or any other provision of law during a war or during an national ernergency declared by the
President or Congress (10 U.S.C. 101(a)(13)).

"Humanitarian or peacekeeping operation" means a rnilitary operation in support of the
provision ofhumanitarian or foreign disaster assistance or in support of peacekeeping
operation under Chapter V1 or vIl ofthe Charter of the United Nations. The term does not
include routine training, force rotation, or stationing. (10 U.S.C. 2302 (8) and 41 U.S.C. 259
(d) (2) (B)).
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[ X I 52.233-9001 DISPUTES: AGREEMENT TO USE ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE
RESOLUTION (JUN 2001) DLAD

(a) The parties agree to negotiate with each other to try to resolve any disputes that may arise.
If unassisted negotiations are unsuccessful, the parties will use alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) techniques to try to resolve the dispute. Litigation will only be considered as a last
resort when ADR is unsuccessful or has been documented by the party rejecting ADR to be
inappropriate for resolving the dispute.

(b) Before either party determines ADR inappropriate, that party must discuss the use ofADR
with the other party. The documentation rejecting ADR must be signed by an official
authorized to bind the contractor (see FAR 52.233-1), or, for the Agency, by the contracting
officer, and approved at a level above the contracting officer after consultation with the ADR
Specialist and with legal counsel (see DLA Directive 5145.1). Contractor personnel are also
encouraged to include the ADR Specialist in their discussions with the contracting officer
before determining ADR to be inappropriate.

(c) If you wish to opt out of this clause, check here [ ]. Alternate wording may be negotiated
with the contracting officer.

[x] 52.246-9000 CERTIFICATE OF QUALITY (DEC 1994) DLAD
COMPLIANCE

The Contractor shall prepare and furnish a Certificate ofQuality Compliance (COQC)
for all supplies delivered under this contract. If the supplies delivered under this contract
are from more than one manufacturing lot, a separate COQC shall be prepared and
furnished for each manufacturing lot represented by, manufactured or produced under a

product specification, original equipment manufacturer (OEM)/manufacturer's part
number, commercial, industry or military standard, or drawings, or other technical data.

(a) This Certificate shall contain the following:
(I) The Contractor's name, address, and commercial and Government

entity (CAGE) code number (if assigned), the contract/order number, the applicable
specification, drawing, or standard (including revision/amendment and date),
identification of the specific supplies manufactured or produced (including National
Stock Number, nomenclature, type, grade, and class, if applicable); for metal products,
the COQC shall include the alloy designation and condition (finish and temper), if
applicable. If the contractor is not a manufacturer, the Certificate shall include the name,
address and CAGE Code (if assigned) for each of the entities through which the supplies
or materials, components, subassemblies, assemblies or parts passed, so that traceability
to the manufacturer will be readily discernible therefrom.

(2) The identification ofeach parameter for which the contract,
specification, drawing, or standard required inspection or testing;
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52.246-9000 (continued)
(3) The identification of the specific requirement for each ofthe

parameters in (2), above, for the particular material being produced and covered by the
certificate;

(4) The actual results of inspections or tests conducted by the contractor to
demonstrate conformance with each of the specific requirements of (3), above;

(5) The marking requirement for the material and the source of this
requirement (contract and specification or standard); and

(6) A statement, signed by an authorized contractor representative
responsible for quality assurance, that (i) the lot has been produced, sampled, tested, and
inspected, and marked in accordance with all contract and specification requirements; and
(ii) the material complies with all of the contract and specification requirements.

(b) For contracts assigned for Government inspection at source, the Contractor
shall have the completed certificate available for review by the Government
representative when the material is presented for acceptance by the Government. In the
case of destination —inspected material, the Contractor shall attach a copy ofthe
completed certificate to the packing list sent with each shipment to each shipping point
designated in the contract. For source inspected material, a copy may (but need not)
accompany the shipment. If the Contractor offering the material to the Government is not
the manufacturer of the material, the Contractor is responsible for obtaining a certified
test report from the manufacturer, including it as part of this COQC, and for
demonstrating that the specific material being offered under this certificate is covered by
the certified test report.

(c) Unless otherwise specified by the contract, the Contractor shall be responsible
for retaining the certificate for a period of4 years. When requested by the Contracting
Officer, the Contractor shall make the certificate available for review by the Government
at any time during the period the certificate is required to be retained.

IX] 52.217-9P12 OPTION FOR INDEFINITE-DELIVERY, INDEFINITE-QUANTITY
CONTRACT TERM EXTENSION (MAR 2004) DSCP

(a) Acceptance of the option provision(s)/clauses contained herein is mandatory. Failure to
indicate acceptance ofthe option by annotating the offeror's option price in the Schedule or

elsewhere in the solicitation will be deemed non-acceptance of the option and may result in
rejection of the offeror's entire bid/proposal.

(b) Offerors rnay offer options at unit prices which differ from the unit prices for the
base orderin2 period. These prices may vary with the quantities actually ordered and the
dates when ordered.

(c) The contracting officer may extend the terrn of this contract for one

additional 1 -year period(s) by written notice to the contractor within the
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52.217-9112 (continued)
timespecified in the Schedule; provided that the contracting officer shall give the
contractor a preliminary written notice of intent to extend at least 60 days before

expiration of the contract. The preliminary notice does not commit the Government to an

extension.

(d) Performance under the option period shall continue at the same performance level
specified for the basic contract.

(e) The option to extend the term of the contract shall be exercised not later than three (3)
days before the expiration date of the contract.

(f) The option is deemed exercised when mailed or otherwise furnished to the contractor.

(g) If the contracting officer exercises this option, the extended contract shall be considered
to include this option clause and the minimum and maximum quantities specified in the award
for that option period will apply.

(h) The total duration of any options exercised under this clause, shall not exceed one year.

(i) The following provisions apply only to negotiated acquisitions:

(1) If an option has been priced under this solicitation and is to be exercised at time of
award of the basic contract, the subrnission of certified cost or pricing data shall be required
prior to award where the combined dollar value of the basic contract and option exceeds
$550,000, unless an exemption thereto is appropriate in accordance with FAR 15.403-1.

(2) Prior to the award of any contract which will contain one or more priced options
totaling $550,000 or rnore, the submission of certified cost or pricing data covering the basic
contract and the option(s) shall be required regardless ofwhen the option(s) may be exercised,
unless an exernption thereto is appropriate in accordance with FAR 15.403-1.

lxi 52.246-91302 SUPPLIER RESPONSIBILITY FOR TESTING OF (JAN 1992) DSCP
MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS

If the value of the entire quantity of a material/component used in the assembly/production of all
end iterns under this contract does not exceed $3,000, the contractor need only furnish a

Certificate of Compliance for that material/component. This authority supersedes any other
contract requirement to the contrary. The Government, however, reserves the right to select

sample units to verify that such materials/components are in strict compliance with the

specification requirements. The Certificate of Compliance shall contain the following
information:
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(a) Item identification of the material/component_

(b) Reference to the specification for the material/component.

(c) Lot, batch, control or serial number of the material/component.

(d) Quantity and dollar value of the material/component.

(e) Name of supplier of the material/component.

(f) Date ofpurchase.

(g) National Stock Number (NSN), item identification and lot number ofthe end item.

(h) The approximate number of end items to be manufactured from the material/component.

I certify that the above material(s) or component(s) presented for acceptance under the terms of
contract no. DLA comply with the applicable specification(s)
and/or contract requirements and that the information fumished above is accurate.

SIGNED
TITLE
COMPANY
DATE
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l X 152.246-9P12 INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE BY THE GOVERNMENT (JAN
1992) DSCP

(a) Saving and reserving to the Government all rights under the inspection provision, the
following is applicable to this acquisition:

Inspection at Acceptance at

[ ] Contractor's Plant and [] Contractor's Plant

[X] Destination [X] Destination

upon execution of DD Form 250 by the authorized Government representative.

(b) Resultant award or contract will contain the name and address of the office responsible for
performance of inspection.

(c) Offeror shall indicate below the location where supplies will be inspected:

Plant:

Street:

City/St/Zip:

[X] (d) Notwithstanding the foregoing designation of destination as the place for inspection and
acceptance of supplies furnished hereunder, the Government reserves the right to require
inspection and acceptance at contractor's piant. Said right may be exercised either before award
or during the course of performance ofany resultant contract Should said right be exercised
during the course of performance, only the undelivered portion of the contract quantities will be
subject to inspection and acceptance at contractor's plant. In view of the foregoing, offerors are

required to supply the information requested in paragraph (c), above.
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52.212-5 CONTRACT:g1,2MS AND CONDiTIONS REQUIRE]) TO _

-AXIMEMEMSTATUTES OR EXECUTWE ORDERS -7,
„;;;;;;,.......,,,*'=-7.7 • •

-

L.-ITEMS (A PR 2006)
,_

(a) The Contractor shall comply with the following Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) clauses, which are incorporated in this contract by reference, to implement
provisions of law or Executive Orders applicable to acquisitions of commercial items:

(1) 52.233-3, Protest after Award (AUG 1996)(31 U.S.0 3553).
(2) 52.233-4, Applicable Lawfor Breach ofContract Claim (OCT 2004)
(Pub. L 108-77, 108-78)

(b) The Contractor shall comply with the FAR clauses in this paragraph (b) that the
Contracting Officer has indicated as being incorporated in this contract by reference to

implement provisions of law or Executive orders applicable to acquisitions of
comrnercial items:

x (1) 52.203-6, Restrictions on Subcontractor Sales to the Government (JUL 1995),
with Alternate I (OCT 1995)(41 U.S.C.253g and 10 U.S.C.2402).

(2) 52.219-3, Notice ofTotal HUBZone Set-Aside (Jan 1999) (15 U.S.C. 657a).
(3) 52.219-4, Notice ofPrice Evaluation Preferencefor HUBZone Small

Business Concerns (JUL 2005) (if the offeror elects to waive the preference,
it shall so indicate in its offer)(15 U.S.C. 657a).

(4) [Reserved]
(5) (i) 52.219-6, Notice ofTotal Small Business Set-Aside (JUNE 2003)(15

U.S.C. 644).
(ii) Alternate I (OCT 1995) of 52.219-6.
(iii) Alternate II (MAR 2004) of 52.219-6.
(6) (i) 52.219-7, Notice ofPartial Small Business Set-Aside (JUNE

2003)(15 U.S.C. 644).
(ii) Alternate I (OCT 1995) of 52.219-7.
(iii) Alternate II (MAR 2004) of 52.219-7.

x (7) 52.219-8, Utilization ofSmall Business Concerns (MAY 2004)(15 U.S.C. 637
(d)(2) and (3)).
x (8) (i) 52.219-9, Small Business Subcontracting Plan (JUL 2005)(15 U.S.C. 637

(d)(4)).
(ii) Alternate I (OCT 2001) of 52.219-9.
(iii) Alternate II (OCT 2001) of 52.219-9.

(9) 52.219-14, Limitations on Subcontracting (DEC 1996)(15 U.S.C. 637(a)(14)).
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.52.212-5 (continued)

(10) (i) 52.219-23, Notice ofPrice Evaluation Adjustmentfor Small Disadvantaged
Business Concerns (SEP 2005)(10 U.S.C. 2323) (if the offeror elects to waive the
adjustment, it shall so indicate in its offer).

(ii) Alternate I (JUNE 2003) of 52.219-23.
(11) 52.219-25, Small Disadvantaged Business Participation Program-

Disadvantaged Status and Reporting (OCT 1999)(Pub. L. 103-355, section 7102, and 10
U.S.C. 2323).

(12) 52.219-26, Small Disadvantaged Business Participation Program-Incentive
Subcontracting (OCT 2000)(Pub. L. 103-355, section 7102, and 10 U.S.C. 2323).

(13) 52.219-27, Notice ofTotal Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business Set-
Aside (May 2004)

x (14) 52.222-3, Convict Labor (JUNE 2003)(E.O. 11755)
x (15) 52.222-19, Child Labor—Cooperation with Authorities and Remedies (JAN

2006)(E.O. 13126)
x (16) 52.222-21, Prohibition ofSegregated Facilities (FEB 1999).
x (17) 52.222-26, Equal Opportunity (APR 2002)(E.0.11246).
x (18) 52.222-35, Equal Opportunityfor Special Disabled Veterans, Veterans ofthe

Vietnam Era, and Other Eligible Veterans (DEC 2001)(38 U.S.C. 4212).
x (19) 52.222-36, Affirmative Actionfor Workers with Disabilities (JUN 1998)(29

U.S.C.793).
x (20) 52.222-37, Employinent Reports on Special Disabled Veterans, Veterans ofthe

Vietnam Era, and Other Eligible Veterans (DEC 2001)(38 U.S.C. 4212).
x (21) 52.222-39, Notification ofEmployee Rights Concerning Payment ofUnion Dues

or Fees (DEC 2004) (E.O. 13201)
(22)(1) 52.223-9, Estimate ofPercentage ofRecovered Material Contentfor EPA-

Designated Products (AUG 2000)(42 U.S.C. 6962(c)(3)(A)(ii))
(ii) Alternate I (AUG 2000) of 52.223-9 (42 U.S.C. 6962(i)(2)(C))

Paragraphs (23) through (25) are not applicable and have been deleted.

x (26) 52.225-13, Restrictions on Certain Foreign Purchases (FEB 2006)(E.O.s,
proclamations, and statutes administered by the Office ofForeign Assets Control of the

Department of the Treasury).
(27) [Reserved]
(28) [Reserved]
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(29) 52.232-29, Termsfor Financing ofPurchases ofCommercial items (FEB
2002)(41 U.S.C. 255(f), 10 U.S.C. 2307(f)).

(30) 52.232-30, Installment Paymentsfor Commercial Items (OCT 1995)(41 U.S.C.

255(0, 10 U.S.C. 2307(0).
x (31) 52.232-33, Payment by Electronic Funds Transfer-Central Contractor
Registration (OCT 2003)(31 U.S.C. 3332).

Paragraph (32) is not applicable and has been deleted.

(33) 52.232-36, Payment by Third Party (MAY 1999)(31 U.S.C. 3332).
(34) 52.239-1, Privacy or Security Safeguards (AUG 1996)(5 U.S.C.552a).

Paragraph (35) is not applicable and has been deleted.

Paragraph (c) is not applicable and has been deleted.
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52.212-5 (continued) I

(d) Comptroller General Examination ofRecord. The Contractor agrees to comply
with the provisions of this paragraph (d) if this contract was awarded using other than
sealed bid, is in excess of the simplified acquisition threshold, and does not contain the
clause at 52.215-2, Audit and Records -- Negotiation.

(1) The Comptroller General of the United States, or an authorized representative of
the Comptroller General, shall have access to and right to examine any ofthe Contractor's
directly pertinent records involving transactions related to this contract.

(2) The Contractor shall make available at its offices at all reasonable times the
records, materials, and other evidence for examination, audit, or reproduction, until 3
years after final payment under this contract or for any shorter period specified in FAR

Subpart 4.7, Contractor Records Retention, ofthe other clauses of this contract. Ifthis
contract is completely or partially terminated, the records relating to the work terminated
shall be made available for 3 years after any resulting final termination settlernent.
Records relating to appeals under the disputes clause or to litigation or the settlement of
claims arising under or relating to this contract shall be made available until such appeals,
litigation, or claims are finally resolved.

(3) As used in this clause, records include books, documents, accounting procedures
and practices, and other data, regardless of type and regardless of form. This does not

require the Contractor to create or maintain any record that the Contractor does not
maintain in the ordinary course ofbusiness or pursuant to a provision of law.

(e)(1) Notwithstanding the requirements of the clauses in paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and

(d) of this clause, the Contractor is not required to flow down any FAR clause, other than
those in paragraphs (i) through (vii) of this paragraph in a subcontract for commercial
items. Unless otherwise indicated below, the extent of the flow down shall be as required
by the clause—

(i) 52.219-8, Utilization ofSmall Business Concerns (May 2004) (15 U.S.C.
637(d)(2) and (3)), in all subcontracts that offer further subcontracting opportunities. If
the subcontract (except subcontracts to small business concerns) exceeds $500,000
($1,000,000 for construction of any public facility), the subcontractor must include
52.219-8 in lower tier subcontracts that offer subcontracting opportunities.

(ii) 52.222-26, Equal Opportunity (April 2002)(E.0.11246).
(iii) 52.222-35, Equal Opportunityfor Special Disabled Veterans, Veterans ofthe

Vietnam Era, and Other Eligible Veterans (December 2001)(38 U.S.C. 4212).
(iv) 52.222-36, Affirmative Actionfor Workers with Disabilities (June 1998)(29

U.S.C.793).
(v) 52.222-39. Notification ofEmployee Rights Concerning Payment ofUnion

Dues or Fees (DEC 2004) (E.O. 13201)
(vi) 52.222-41—S'ervice Contract Act of1965, As Amended (JUL 2005), flow down

required for all subcontracts subject to the Service Contract Act of 1965 (41 U.S.C. 351,
et seq.).

(vii) 52.247-64. Preferencefor Privately-Owned US.- Flag Commercial Vessels
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52-.212-s (continued): ...

(FEB 2006)(46 U.S.C. Appx 1241(b) and 10 U.S.C. 2631). Flow down required in
accordance with paragraph (d) of FAR clause 52.247-64,

(2) While not required, the contractor may include in its subcontracts for commercial
items a minimal number of additional clauses necessary to satisfy its contractual
obligations.

[ X ] 252.212-7001 CONTRACT TERMSAND CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO
IMPLEMENT STATUTES OR EXECUTIVE ORDERS APPLICABLE
TO DEFENSE ACQUISITIONS OF COMMERCIAL ITEMS
(MAY 2006) DFARS [DSCP MODIFIED]

(a) The Contractor agrees to comply with the following Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) clause, which, if checked, is included in this contract by reference to implement
a provision of law applicable to acquisitions ofcommercial items or components.

x 52.203-3 Gratuities (APR 1984) (10 U.S.C. 2207).
(b) The Contractor agrees to comply with any clause that is checked on the following

list ofDefense FAR Supplement clauses, which, if checked, is included in this
contract by reference to implement provisions of law or Executive orders
applicable to acquisitions ofcommercial items or components.

x 252.205-7000 Provision ofInformation to Cooperative Agreement Holders
(DEC 1991) (10 U.S.C. 2416).

x 252.219-7003 Small, Small Disadvantaged and Women-Owned Small Business
Subcontracting Plan (DoD Contracts)(APR 1996) (15 U.S.C. 637).

252.219-7004 Small, Small Disadvantaged and Women-Owned Small Business
Subcontracting Plan (Test Program) (JUN 1997) (10 U.S.C. 637
Note).

252.225-7001 Buy American Act and Balance ofPayments Program
(JUN 2005) (41 U.S.C. 10a-10d, E.O. 10582).

252.225-7012 Preferencefor Certain Domestic Commodities. (JUN 2004)
(10 U.S.C. 2533a).

[ Seefidl text version ofthis clause at the end ofthis Addendum.]
252.225-7014 Preferencefor Domestic Specialty Metals (JUN 2005)

(10 U.S.C. 2533a).
[ Seefull text version ofthis clause at the end ofthis Addendum.]

252.225-7015 Restriction on Acquisition ofHand or Measuring
Tools (JUN 2005)(10 U.S.C. 2533a).

[ Seefill text version ofthis clause at the end ofthis Addendum.]
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DFARS 252.212-7001 (continued)
252.225-7016 Restriction on Acquisition ofBall and Roller Bearings

(MAR 2006) (Section 8065 of Public Law 107-117 and the same

restriction in subsequent DoD appropriations acts).
x 252.225-7021 Trade Agreements (FEB 2006) (19 U.S.C. 2501-2518

and 19 U.S.C. 3301 note).
252.225-7027 Restriction on Contingent Feesfor Foreign Military Sales

(APR 2003) (22 U.S.C. 2779).
Para (b): Government(s) of
252.225-7028 Exclusionary Policies and Practices ofForeign Governments

(APR 2003 ) (22 U.S.C. 2755).
252.225-7036 Buy American Act--Free Trade Agreements--Balance ofPayments

Program (JUN 2005) ( Alternate 1) (JAN 2005) (41 U.S.C.
l 0a-10d and 19 U.S.C. 3301 note).

252.225-7038 Restriction on Acquisition ofAir Circuit Breakers (JUN 2005) (10
U.S.C. 2534(a)(3)).

x 252.226-7001 Utilization ofIndian Organizations, Indian-Owned Economic
Enterprises, and Native Hawaiian Small Business Concerns (SEP
2004)(Section 8021 of Pub. L. 107-248 and sirnilar sections in

subsequent DoD appropriations acts).
252.227-7015 Technical Data--Commercial Items (NOV 1995) (10 U.S.C. 2320),
252.227-7037 Validation ofRestrictive Markings on Technical Data (SEP 1999)

(10 U.S.C. 2321).
x 252.232-7003 Electronic Submission ofPayment Requests (MAY 2006) (10

U.S.C.

2227)
252.237-7019 Trainingfor Contractor Personnel Interacting with Detainees

(SEP 2005)(Seetion 1092 ofPub. L. 108-375)
x 252.243-7002 Requestsfor Equitable Adjustment (MAR 1998) (10 U.S.C. 2410).
x 252.247-7023 Transportation ofSupplies by Sea (MAY 2002) ( Alternate!)

(MAR 2000) ( Alternate II) (MAR 2000) (Alternate 110
(MAY 2002) (10 U.S.C. 2631).

x 252.247-7024 Notification ofTransportation ofSupplies by Sea (MAR 2000)
(10 U.S.C. 2631).

NOTE: Contractor agrees to comply with clause 252.247-7024, which is included in
this contract by reference, when it represents in its offer that it does riot anticipate
that supplies will be transported by sea.
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ADDENDUM TO 52 212-5 -

DFARS 252.212-7001 (continued)

(c) In addition to the clauses listed in paragraph (e) of the Contract Terms and
Conditions Required to Implement Statutes or Executive Orders--Commercial Items
clause of this contract (Federal Acquisition Regulation 52.212-5), the Contractor shall
include the terms of the following clauses, ifapplicable, in subcontracts for commercial
items or commercial components, awarded at any tier under this contract:

252.225-7014 This clause is not applicable and has been deleted.
252.237-7019 Trainingfor Contractor Personnel Interacting with Detainees (SEP

2005) (Section 1092 of Pub. L. 108-375)
252.247-7023 Transportation ofSupplies by Sea (MAY 2002) (10 U.S.C. 2631).
252.247-7024 Notification ofTransportation ofSupplies by Sea (MAR 2000)

(10 U.S.C. 2631).
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SECTION C - DESCRIPTION/SPECIFICATION

ITEM IDENTIFICATION

PLUG, EAR, COMBAT ARMS, DOUBLE-ENDED, 50 PAIR:
SWEPT-BACK TRIPLE-FLANGE STYLE. OLIVE DRAB END

PROTECTS USER FROM CONTINUOUS NOISE; YELLOW END

PROTECTS USER FROM MILITARY WEAPONS NOISE.

PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, PACKING, LABELING AND

MARKING FOR 6515-01-466-2710 SHALL BE AS
SPECIFIED IN MEDICAL PROCUREMENT ITEM
DESCRIPTION NO. 2.

6515-01-466-2710 27 JULY 2006

SECTION D - PACKAGING AND MARKING

PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENT FOR NON-
MANUFACTURED WOOD PACKING MATERIAL (NMWPM)

-- --

APPLICABLE TO ALL COMMERCIAL/GOVERNMENT
EXPORT SHIPMENTS OF SUPPLIES PACKED

IN/ON NMWPM AND DESTINED FOR DELIVERY TO
EUROPE ON/AFTER OCTOBER 1, 2001, EITHER

DIRECTLY TO THE CUSTOMER OR THROUGH A
DEFENSE DEPOT OR OTHER CONSOLIDATION
POINT.
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6515014662710

ALL WOODEN PALLETS AND WOODEN CONTAINERS
PRODUCED ENTIRELY OR IN PART OF
NON-MANUFACTURED SOFTWOOD SPECIES SHALL
BE CONSTRUCTED FROM HEAT-TREATED (HT TO

56 DEGREES CENTIGRADE FOR 30 MINUTES)
CONIFEROUS MATERIAL AND CERTIFIED
ACCORDINGLY BY AN ACCREDITED AGENCY
RECOGNIZED BY THE AMERICAN LUMBER STANDARD

COMMITTEE, INCORPORATED (ALSC), IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE LATEST REVISION OF THE
ALSC NON-MANUFACTURED WOOD PACKING POLICY
AND NON-MANUFACTURED WOOD PACKING
ENFORCEMENT REGULATIONS (SEE URL:

HTTP://WWW.ALSC.ORG/).

ALL WOODEN PALLETS AND WOODEN CONTAINERS
PRODUCED ENTIRELY OF NON-MANUFACTURED
HARDWOOD SPECIES SHALL BE IDENTIFIED BY A
PERMANENT MARKING OF "NC-US", 1.25 INCHES
OR GREATER IN HEIGHT, ACCOMPANIED BY THE
CAGE CODE OF THE PALLET/CONTAINER
MANUFACTURER AND THE MONTH AND YEAR OF THE
CONTRACT. ON PALLETS, THE MARKING SHALL BE
APPLIED TO THE STRINGER OR BLOCK ON
DIAGONALLY OPPOSITE SIDES AND ENDS OF THE
PALLET AND SHALL BE CONTRASTING AND CLEARLY
VISIBLE. ON CONTAINERS, THE MARKING SHALL
BE APPLIED ON A SIDE OTHER THAN THE TOP OR

BOTTOM, AND SHALL BE CONTRASTING AND CLEARLY
VISIBLE.
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-- --

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH ALL THE REQUIREMENTS
OF THIS RESTRICTION MAY RESULT IN REFUSAL,
DESTRUCTION, OR TREATMENT OF MATERIALS AT
THE POINT OF ENTRY.

I DEFENSE CONSOLIDATION POINTS INCLUDE THE

I FOLLOWING:

1 A. DEFENSE DISTRIBUTION DEPOTS,
1 SUSQUEHANNA, PA, AND SAN JOAQUIN, CA

I B. CONTAINER FREIGHT STATION, NORFOLK, VA

I C. ARMY PREPOSITIONED SHIP (APS 3)
I UPLOAD SITE, CHARLESTON, SC (DODAAC W81X89
I AND W81YUK)
I D. MARINE CORPS BLOUNT ISLAND COMMAND,
I JACKSONVILLE, FL 32226-3404
I E. AERIAL PORTS OF EMBARKATION,
1 DOVER, DE; TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, CA;
1 NAVAL AIR STATION, NORFOLK, VA; AND

I CHARLESTON AIR FORCE BASE, SC.

PACKAGING AND PACKING SHALLBE.PACKAGING -

MILITARY.PACKING - LEVEL B

IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE SPECIFICATION
CITED IN SECTION C.

UNITIZED LOADS COMMENSURATE WITH THE LEVEL OF
PACKING SPECIFIED IN THE CONTRACT OR ORDER SHALL
BE USED WHENEVER TOTAL QUANTITY FOR SHIPMENT TO
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ONE DESTINATION EXCEEDS 250 LBS (EXCLUDING THE

PALLET) OR 20 CU FT. LOADS SHALL BE UNITIZED
ON TYPE IV OR TYPE V 4-WAY ENTRY PALLETS.
PALLET SHALL HAVE A LENGTH OF 40 INCHES AND A
WIDTH OF 48 INCHES. PALLET LOADS, INCLUDING THE

PALLET, SHALL NOT EXCEED 54 INCHES IN HEIGHT, 43
INCHES IN LENGTH AND 52 INCHES IN WIDTH.

QUANTITY FOR SHIPMENT TO ONE DESTINATION OF LESS
THAN 250 LBS OR 20 CUBIC FEET NEED NOT BE
PALLETIZED.

APPLICABLE TO EQUIPMENT ITEMS HAVING A HEIGHT OF
48 INCHES OR GREATER:

IF A PROPERLY PALLETIZED LOAD (EQUIPMENT ITEM
AND PALLET) EXCEEDS 54 INCHES IN HEIGHT, HEIGHT
LIMITATION NEED NOT BE ADHERED TO.

NOTE: THE PALLETIZATION STANDARD, MIL-STD-147D,
HAS BEEN REDESIGNATED AS A PALLETIZATION
HANDBOOK, MIL-HDBK-774 DATED 25 MARCH 1996.

THEREFORE, THIS DOCUMENT MAY NO LONGER BE CITED
AS A REQUIREMENT; IT IS NOW USED FOR GUIDANCE
PURPOSES ONLY. THE ONLY PHYSICAL CHANGE TO THE

DOCUMENT IS THE COVER SHEET DESIGNATING IT
AS A HANDBOOK. THEREFORE, IF YOU HAVE A COPY
OF MIL-STD-147D ON HAND, YOU MAY USE IT FOR
GUIDANCE WHEN PALLETIZING YOUR SHIPMENTS.
COPIES OF MIL-HDBK-774 MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE
DEFENSE PRINTING SERVICE DETACHMENT OFFICE,BLDG
4D (NPM-DODSP), 700 ROBBINS AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19111-5094.
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MARKING SHALL BE AS SPECIFIED IN MEDICAL

MARKING STANDARD NO. 1 DATED 19 JULY 1999,
EXCEPT, IN PARA. V.C.2., DELETE LAST SENTENCE

(WHEN LABELS ARE USED... SHIPMENT AND

STORAGE.) ENTIRELY AND SUBSTITUTE:

"APPLICABLE TO EXTERIOR (SHIPPING) CONTAINER
AND UNITIZED LOAD: WHEN LABELS ARE USED, THEY

SHALL BE WEATHER-RESISTANT, REMAIN SECURELY

AFFIXED AND HAVE A FINISH CAPABLE OF

WITHSTANDING NORMAL HANDLING DURING SHIPMENT

AND STORAGE.".

MARKINGS SHALL INCLUDE BAR CODES, AS FOLLOWS:

UNIT - BAR CODES ARE NOT REQUIRED UNLESS THE

UNIT IS ALSO THE EXTERIOR (SHIPPING) CONTAINER.

INTERMEDIATE PACKAGE - BAR CODES APE NOT

REQUIRED.

EXTERIOR (SHIPPING) CONTAINER - BAR CODES (NSN
AND PIIN) SHALL BE SUPPLIED ON THE

IDENTIFICATION-MARKED SIDE OF THE CONTAINER.

UNITIZED LOAD - BAR CODES (NSN AND PIIN) SHALL
BE SUPPLIED ON THE IDENTIFICATION MARKED SIDES

OF THE LOAD.

NOTES:.SEE MEDICAL MARKING STANDARD NO. 1 FOR

PLACEMENT OF ALL REQUIREDMARKINGS..BAR CODES SHALL INCLUDE THE HUMAN READABLE

INTERPRETATION (HRI).
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6515014662710.PIIN REFERS TO THE CONTRACT OR ORDER NUMBER,
TOGETHER WITH DELIVERY ORDER NUMBER, WHEN

APPLICABLE.

MIL-STD-1189B (STANDARD DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
BAR CODE SYMBOLOGY) HAS BEEN CANCELLED AND

REPLACED BY COMMERCIAL BAR CODE STANDARD

ISO/IEC 16388 (INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY -

AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION AND DATA CAPTURE

TECHNIQUES - CODE SYMBOLOGY SPECIFICATION - CODE
39). COPIES OF ISO/IEC 16388 ARE AVAILABLE FROM

ANSI, 25 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10036,
WWW.ANSI.ORG.

COPIES OF MEDICAL MARKING STANDARD NO. 1 MAY BE
OBTAINED BY CONTACTING DEFENSE SUPPLY CENTER

PHILADELPHIA, ATTN: DSCP-MSBA (L. CONNORS),
BLDG 6A SOUTH, 700 ROBBINS AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19111-5092.
PHONE: (215)737-4189 / FAX: (215)737-8150
EMAIL: LCONNORS@DSCP.DLA.MIL
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PGC 46852

NUMBER DATE

MEDICAL PROCUREMENT ITEM DESCRIPTION 2 16 July 2006

NATIONAL STOCK NO. ITEM IDENTIFICATION

6515-01-466-2710 PLUG, EAR, Combat Arms, Double-Ended,
50 pair

1. SCOPE.

1.1 This Medical Procurement Item Description covers military-unique,
double-ended ear plugs suitable for use as hearing protectors for military
personnel in chronically noisy environments.

1.2 Shall be Aearo Corporation's P/N 370-1000, or equal. "Equal" items
shall possess the salient characteristics as specified herein.

2. SALIENT CHARACTERISTICS.

2.1 General. Shall be double-ended, swept-back triple-flange style ear

plugs.

2.1.1 Ear plugs shall be designed to provide protection from the impulse
noises created by military firearms, while allowing the wearer to clearly
hear normal speech and other quieter sounds, such as voice commands, on the
battlefield.

2.1.2 The end designed for protection from chronic noises shall be

camouflage green or another suitable dark color; the end designed for

protection from impulse noises shall be yellow or another suitable bright
color. The ear plugs shall meet all requirements as set forth herein.

2.2 Sound attenuation. At each frequency listed below, each end of the ear

plug shall provide the level of sound attenuation as specified. Sound
attenuation shall be measured in decibels (dB).

SOUND ATTENUATION OF THE CAMOUFLAGE SOUND ATTENUATION OF THE YELLOW END

GREEN END OF THE EAR PLUG OF THE EAR PLUG

Sound Minimum Mean Sound Minimum and Maximum

Frequency, Hz Attenuation, dB Frequency, Hz Mean Attenuation, dB

125 25 dB 125 0 dB to 10 dB

250 25 dB 250 0 dB to 10 dB

500 25 dB 500 0 dB to 10 dB
_

1000 25 dB 1000 5 dB to 15 dB

2000 30 dB 2000 10 dB to 20 dB

4000 35 dB 4000 10 dB to 20 dB

8000 40 dB 8000 10 dB to 25 dB

Page 1 of 4 Pages
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2.2.1 The yellow end of the earplug shall incorporate a passive non-linear

technology that has been empirically shown to provide a level-dependant
increase in sound attenuation above a sound pressure level of 115 dBP(peak).
It shall also provide this protection at sound-pressure levels up to 190

dBP(peak), even after the user has been exposed to 100 free-field noise
impulses of 190 dBP(peak), minimum.

2.2.2 The sound attenuation of both ends of the ear plugs shall be tested in
accordance with ANSI S3.19. A laboratory accredited in accordance with the

requirements of the U.S. Department of Commerce's National Voluntary
Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) shall perform the sound attenuation

testing.

2.3 Material. The ear plugs shall be made of thermoplastic elastomeric
polymer. This material shall be non-allergenic and non-toxic.

2.4 Workmanship. The ear plugs shall be free from all defects that detract
from their appearance or impair their serviceability.

2.5 Instructions. Illustrated instructions explaining the proper use and

handling of the ear plugs shall be supplied with each unit. Instructions
shall be legible and easy to read. Instructions shall be printed in permanent
black or navy blue ink on a suitable sheet of paper which shall be placed
inside the unit package prior to sealing. As an alternate, instructions may
be printed on a suitable, clearly visible location on the unit container in

permanent black or navy blue ink.

3. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS.

3.1 Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. If the product covered by this
document has been determined by the U. S. Food and Drug Administration to be
under its jurisdiction, the offeror/contractor shall comply, and be

responsible for compliance by its subcontractors/suppliers, with the

requirements of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, as amended, and

regulations promulgated thereunder. In addition, the offeror/contractor
shall comply, and be responsible for compliance by its subcontractors/
suppliers, with the requirements of all other applicable Federal, State and
local statutes, ordinances, and regulations.

3.2 Recovered materials. The offeror/contractor is encouraged to use

recovered material in accordance with Federal Acquisition Regulation Subpart
23.4 to the maximum extent practical.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS.

4.1 Responsibility for inspection. Unless otherwise specified in the
contract or purchase order, the contractor is responsible for the performance
of all inspection requirements as specified herein. Except as otherwise

specified in the contract or purchase order, the contractor may use his own

or any facilities suitable for the performance of the inspection requirements
specified herein, unless disapproved by the Government. The Government
reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in the

specification where such inspections are deemed necessary to assure supplies

Page 2 of 4 Pages
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and services conform to prescribed requirements.

4.2 Inspection. Inspection, as used herein, shall be defined as the
examination and testing of an item. Examination shall be defined as unaided
visual, auditory, tactile, or olfactory investigation. Testing shall be
defined as the use of laboratory equipment and procedures to determine
various properties of an item. Inspections shall be conducted to determine
compliance with specification requirements. Where feasible, the same sample
shall be used for the determination of two or more inspection
characteristics. For inspection purposes, the unit of product shall be one

pair of ear plugs.

4.3 Sampling for inspection.

4.3.1 For each specified salient characteristic, except "Sound Attenuation",
sampling for inspection shall be conducted in accordance with ANSI/ASQ Z1.4.
A sampling shall be performed for each salient characteristic. Inspection
level S-2 shall be used; acceptable quality level (AQL) shall be 1.0 percent.

4.3.2 Sound attenuation. Sampling for inspection of sound attenuation of
the level-dependent yellow end shall be 100 percent, and shall be verified
using an acoustical impedance test. Sampling for inspection of the sound
attenuation of the camouflage green end shall be conducted in accordance with
ANSI/ASQ Z1.4. Inspection level S-2 shall be used; the AQL shall be 1.0
percent.

4.4 Records. Records of inspections performed by or for the contractor
shall be maintained by the contractor and made available to the Government

upon the Government's request, at any time, or from time to time, during the

performance of the contract and for a period of three years after delivery of
the supplies to which such records relate.

4.5 Contractor certification. The contractor shall certify that the product
offered meets the salient characteristics of this document and conforms to
the producer's own drawings, specifications, standards, and quality assurance

practices. The Government reserves the right to require proof of such
conformance prior to first delivery and thereafter as may be otherwise
provided for under the provisions of the contract.

5. PACKAGING.

5.1 Preservation. Preservation shall be military.

5.1 Unit. Package (PG). One package containing 50 pairs of ear plugs, as

specified, constitutes one unit. Unit package shall be any suitable sealed
commercial container capable of protecting the contents from damage, and
shall be designed to permit easy dispensing of the ear plugs. Illustrated
instructions for use, as specified in para. 2.5, shall be supplied with each
unit.

5.1.2 Intermediate package. Intermediate package may be supplied at the

option of the contractor.

Page 3 of 4 Pages
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MPID #2 (6515-01-466-2710)

5.2 Packing. Packing shall be level B.

5.2.1 Exterior (shipping) container. Twenty-four units shall be packed in
an exterior (shipping) container designed for a type 2 load and conforming to
ASTM D 5118, class domestic. Closure shall be as specified in ASTM D 1974,
closure method 1E.

5.2.3 Unitization. Material shall be unitized as specified in the contract
or order.

5.3 Marking.

5.3.1 Unit. Each unit shall be marked as specified in Medical Marking
Standard No. 1 for military material. In addition, markings shall include
the item identification, and the manufacturer's name, address and telephone
number.

5.3.3 Intermediate package (if supplied), exterior (shipping) container and
unitized load. Each intermediate package (if supplied), exterior (shipping)
container and unitized load shall be marked as specified in Medical Marking
Standard No. 1.

6. NOTES.

6.1 Sources of documents.

6.1.1 The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act is available from the Food and
Drug Administration, Washington, DC 20204.

6.1.2 ASTM Standards are available from ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor
Drive, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959.

6.1.3 ANSI Standards are available from the American National Standards
Institute, 11 West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036-8002.).

6.1.4 Medical Marking Standard No. 1 is available from Defense Supply Center
Philadelphia, ATTN: DSCP-MSBA (L. Connors), Bldg 6A South, 700 Robbins
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19111-5092, email Loretta.Connors@dla.mil.

Page 4 of 4 Pages
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Thisprovision is now incorporated by reference. Thefull text can be accessed
electronically at www.dla.mil/i-34-336/icps.him. Once you arrive at this website, click
on the Hill AFB FAR link, then click on 52.000 (located on the left-hand side ofthe
page). Scroll down until you reach 52.212-1.

1. Addenda to 52.212-1 (b) Submission ofoffers.

Mailed offers should be sent to:
Defense Logistics Agency
Defense Supply Center Philadelphia
P. O. Box 56667

Philadelphia, PA 19111-6667

Hand carried offers, includink delivery by commercial carrier, should be delivered to:
Defense Supply Center Philadelphia
Business Opportunities Office
Bldg. 36, Second Floor
700 Robbins Avenue

Philadelphia, PA 19111-5092

NOTE: All hand-carried offers are to be delivered between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, except for legal federal holidays as set forth in 5 USC 6103.
Offerors using a commercial carrier service must ensure that the carrier service "hand-
carries" the package to the depository specified above (i.e., the Business Opportunities
Office address) prior to the scheduled opening/closing time. Package must be plainly
marked ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE COMMERCIAL CARRIER'S ENVELOPE
with the solicitation number, date, and time set forth for receipt of offers as

indicated in Block 8 of the Standard Form 1449.

Facsimile offers (if authorized) or facsimile offer modifications/withdrawals should
be transmitted to: (215) 737-9300, 9301, 9302 or 9303

Faxed offers n ARE Z ARE NOT authorized for this solicitation.
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Facsimile offers that fail to furnish required representations, or information, or that reject
any of the terms, conditions and provisions of the solicitations, may be excluded frorn
consideration. Facsimile offers must contain the required signatures. The Government
reserves the right to make award solely on the facsimile offer. However, if requested to
do so by the Contracting Officer, the apparently successful offeror agrees to promptly
submit the cornplete original signed proposal. The Government will not be responsible
for any failure attributable to the transmission or receipt of the facsimile offer.

Special Instructions for the Submission of Source Selection Information:

n The Government will consider other factors in addition to price when evaluating
proposals to deterrnine the best overall expected value. To facilitate evaluation ofyour
proposal in accordance with the factors listed in FAR 52.212-2, please prepare your
proposal in accordance with the special instructions attached in paragraph 7 of this
addendum and submit such information as an attachment to your offer.

2. Addenda to 52.212-1(c) Period for acceptance ofoffers.

E Period ofacceptance is 120 days.

3. Addenda to 52.212-1(e) Multiple offers.

[Z1 Alternate offers ofcommercial items will not be considered for award. Although
such offers will not be considered for award, alternate offers of commercial items
may, however, be submitted by offerors for consideration by the Governrnent for
market research purposes on future acquisitions.

4. Addenda to 52.212-1(g), Contract Award

Evaluation - lowest price/technically acceptable solicitation. The Government intends to
evaluate and award a contract to the low responsible offeror whose offer conforms to the
specification requirements. Price will be the detertnining factor in evaluating offers for
award. The Government, however, reserves the right to conduct discussions if
determined by the Contracting Officer to be necessary.

4. Addenda to 52.212-1 (h) Multiple awards.

El The Government intends to make one award.

n Offers rnay be submitted for quantities less than those specified.
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5. Solicitation Provisions Incorporated by Reference:

This solicitation incorporates one or more solicitation provisions by reference, with the
same force and effect as if they were given in full text. The full text of any FAR,
DFARS, DLAD and DSCP solicitation provision may be accessed electronically at

www.dla.millj-3/j-336/icps.htm or obtained from the Contracting Officer.

The following provisions are incorporated by reference:

PROVISION # TITLE DATE SOURCE

52.216-27 SINGLE OR MULTIPLE AWARDS (OCT 1995) FAR

52.217-5 EVALUATION OF OPTIONS (JUL 1990) FAR

ix! 52.222-24 PREAWARD ON-SITE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY (FEB 1999) FAR
COMPLIANCE EVALUATION

Ix] 52.233-2 SERVICE OF PROTEST (AUG 1996) FAR

Ix] 252.209-7001 DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP (SEP 2004) DFARS
OR CONTROL BY THE GOVERNMENT
OFA TERRORIST COUNTRY

Ix] 52.233-9000 AGENCY PROTESTS (SEP 1999) DLAD

6. The following provision is incorporated in full text:

lxl 52.207-4 ECONOMIC PURCHASE QUANTITY - SUPPLIES (AUG 1987) FAR

(a) Offerors are invited to state an opinion on whether the quantity(ies) of supplies on which
bids, proposals or quotes are requested in this solicitation is (are) econoinically advantageous to

the Government.
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52.207-4 (continued)

(b) Each offeror who believes that acquisitions in different quantities would be more

advantageous is invited to recommend an economic purchase quantity_ Ifdifferent quantities are

recommended, a total and a unit price must be quoted for applicable items. An economic
purchase quantity is that quantity at which a significant price break occurs. lfthere are

significant price breaks at different quantity points, this information is desired as well.

OFFEROR RECOMMENDATIONS
ITEM QUANTITY PRICE_QUOTATION TOTAL

(c) The information requested in this provision is being solicited to avoid acquisitions in
disadvantageous quantities and to assist the Government in developing a data base for future
acquisitions of these items. However, the Government reserves the right to amend or cancel the
solicitation and resolicit with respect to any individual item in the event quotations received and
the Government's requirements indicate that different quantities should be acquired.

[x] 52.211-6 Brand Name or Equal (Aug 1999) FAR

(a) If an item in this solicitation is identified as "brand name or equal," the purchase description
reflects the characteristics and level of quality that will satisfy the Government's needs. The
salient physical, functional, or performance characteristics that "equal" products must meet are

specified in the solicitation.

(b) To be considered for award, offers of"equar products, including "equal" products of the
brand name manufacturer, must—

Meet the salient physical, functional, or performance characteristic specified in
this solicitation;

Clearly identify the item by—
(i) Brand name, if any; and

(ii) Make or model number;
Include descriptive literature such as illustrations, drawings, or a clear reference
to previously furnished descriptive data or information available to the
Contracting Officer; and

Clearly describe any modification the offeror plans to make in a product to make
it conform to the solicitation requirements. Mark any descriptive material to

clearly show the modification.
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52.211-6(continued)
(c) The Contracting Officer will evaluate "equal" products on the basis of information furnished
by the offeror or identified in the offer and reasonably available to the Contracting Officer. The
Contracting Officer is not responsible for locating or obtaining any information not identified in
the offer.

(d) Unless the offeror clearly indicates in its offer that the product being offered is an "equal"
product, the offeror shall provide the brand name product referenced in the solicitation.

[x] 52.215-20 REQUIREMENTS FOR INFORMATION OTHER THAN COST
OR PRICING DATA (OCT 1997), ALTERNATE IV (OCT 1997) FAR

(a) Subrnission of cost or pricing data is not required.
(b) Provide information described below:

(1) For commercial itern(s), the offeror shall subrnit, at a minimum, information on

prices at which the sarne item or similar items have previously been sold in the
commercial market that is adequate for evaluating the reasonableness of the price for this
acquisition. Such information shall inckide—

(i) Sales information, optional for each individual item, as follows:

Total Sales to the General Public (Quantity)
(Other than to the U.S. Government (Most recent sales period
or its instrumentalities) at Catalog Price available — 3 mos. min.)

PLUS
Total Sales to the General Public at (Quantity)
Other than Catalog Price. (Most recent sales period

available — 3 mos. Min.)

EQUALS
Total Sales to the General Public (Quantity)

(Most recent sales period
available — 3 mos. Min.)

The lowest price sale to the General (Date)
Public. (Unit Price)
(Identify date, price, and quantity). (Quantity)

The lowest price sale to the General (Date)
Public under terms and conditions that (Unit Price)
are the most comparable to those (Quantity)
solicited by the Governrnent
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52.215-20 (continued)
(Identify date, price, and quantity).

(ii) For catalog items, a copy ofor identification of the catalog and its date, or the
appropriate pages which include the offered items, or a statement that the catalog is on

file in the buying office to which the proposal is being submitted. Provide a copy or

describe current discount policies and price lists (published or unpublished); e.g.,
wholesale, original equipment manufacturer, or reseller. Also explain the basis ofeach
offered price and its relationship to the established catalog price, including how the
proposed price relates to the price of recent sales in quantities similar to the proposed
quantities. If offer prices are, or are based on, discounted catalog prices, furnish, in
lieu ofor in addition to the price information required by the previous sentence, the
following information for each different discount offered:

(A) Identify the largest discount offered currently or within the preceding 12
months to any customer for that item or items.

(B) If the offered discount is lower than the largest discount offered to any
customer —

(I) justify why you are unable and/or unwilling to offer that largest
discount; and

(11) identify the largest discount offered currently or within the preceding
12 rnonths to any customer for that item or items under terms and conditions that are the
most comparable to those sought by the Government.

(C) If the offered discount is lower than the largest discount offered to any
customer under the most comparable terms and conditions, justify why you are unable
and/or unwilling to offer that largest discount.

(iii) For market-priced items, the source and date or period of the market
quotation or other basis for the market price, the base amount, and applicable discounts.
In addition, describe the nature of the market.

(2) For items on a FSS and/or Veterans Affairs (VA) contract, regardless of whether
they are or are not commercial items, furnish a copy of, or the appropriate pages from,
the FSS and/or VA contract. Unless offerors can justify that the proposed contract terms
and conditions under this acquisition are less favorable than those under their FSS and/or
VA contracts, award prices under this acquisition may not exceed the FSS and/or VA
contract prices. For items included on an active Federal Supply Service (FSS) Multiple
Award Schedule contract, proof that an exception from the submission ofcertified cost
and pricing data has been granted for the schedule item is required ifthe offeror has not
furnished the information required by (1) above that is adequate for the Contracting
Officer to determine that the offered item(s) are commercial items.

(c) Delay in furnishing the appropriate information other than cost or pricing data that is
required by paragraph (b) above and that is adequate for evaluating the reasonableness of
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52.215-20 (continued)
the offered prices, may delay any potential award to that offeror. As a consequence, if the
Governrnent has indicated elsewhere in this solicitation that rnultiple awards are intended,
delivery orders that might otherwise have been placed with that offeror may be placed
with awardees that furnished the required information on a tirnely basis. Failure to furnish
the appropriate information other than cost or pricing data that is required by paragraph
(b) above and that is adequate for evaluating the reasonableness of the offered prices may
result in a deterrnination that there is insufficient information to determine the offer
prices to be fair and reasonable. The Contracting Officer may deterrnine that cost or

pricing data (and an audit) is required. If ultimately there is insufficient information to
determine the offer prices to be fair and reasonable, the Contracting Officer has no choice
but to deterrnine the offer prices to be unreasonable. Unreasonable offer prices may be
rejected for award.

[x] 52.216-1 TYPE OF CONTRACT (APR 1984) FAR

The Government contemplates award of a Firm Fixed :Price, Indefinite-Delivery,
Indefinite-Quantity (IQC) Contract resulting from this solicitation.

[x] 52.252-1 SOLICITATION PROVISIONS INCORPORATED (FEB 1998 FAR
BY REFERENCE

This solicitation incorporates one or rnore solicitation provisions by reference, with the
same force and effect as if they were given in full text. Upon request, the Contracting
Officer will make their full text available. The offeror is cautioned that the listed
provisions rnay include blocks that must be completed by the offeror and submitted with
its quotation or offer. In lieu of submitting the full text of those provisions, the offeror
may identify the provision by paragraph identifier and provide the appropriate
information with its quotation or offer. Also, the full text of a solicitation provision may
be accessed electronically at this/these address(es):

http://www dl a rni1/1-3/1-336hurs.htni

Ix] 52.252-2 CLAUSES INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE (FEB 1998) FAR

This contract incorporates one or rnore clauses by reference, with the same force and
effect as if they were given in full text. Upon request, the Contracting Officer will make
their full text available. Also, the full text of a clause rnay be accessed electronically at

this/these address(es):
http://www.dla.mild-3/j-336/icps.htm
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ADINEN.DILTIVI;10,52212,k(conktinued)- —

_ „ —4ft-.717.17:771=----777-Lti:

Ix] 52.209-9P07 PRE-AWARD PLANT SURVEY (JAN 1992) DSCP

To determine the responsibility ofprospective contractors, the Government reserves the right to
conduct physical surveys of the plants which are to be used in the performance of a contract. In
the event the Government is prevented from making such survey by the offeror or its proposed
subcontractor, the offer rnay be rejected. As a part of the pre-award survey, the offeror may be
required to obtain from its intended sources of supply, letters confirming availability of
components, materials, machinery and tooling.

[x] 52.209-9P08 PRE-AWARD SAMPLE(S) (MAY 2004) DPSC

(a) The submission of samples of supplies proposed to be furnished by the successful offeror
may be required prior to making any award under this solicitation. The following item(s), in the
quantity(ies) specified, is (are) subject to this pre-award sample provision:

ITEM NUMBER NUMBER OF UNITS REQUIRED

10 Pairs

(b) Any offeror who has not previously furnished to the Governrnent the items called for
under this solicitation, or substantially similar items, will be requested to submit samples to the
Govemment prior to award. Samples rnust be submitted within the time specified by the
Government and must be produced by the offeror or its designated subcontractor at the place of
performance identified by the offeror in this solicitation. Together with the pre-award samples,
the offeror shall subrnit its protocol consisting of an analysis ofmaterials and test data which
establishes that the offered item conforms to all design and performance characteristics specified
in this solicitation. Additional pre-award samples and contractor-supplied protocol will not be
accepted or requested if the original samples and protocol are not approved.

(c) Sarnples will be shipped to Defense Supply Center Philadelphia, Directorate of Medical
Materiel Laboratory, ATTN: Code MQA, 700 Robbins Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 19111-5092,
unless otherwise directed by the contracting officer. In the submission of samples:

(1) Samples and protocol. consisting of test data and analysis ofmaterials, shall be
submitted at no cost to the Government within 15 calendar days after receipt by the offeror of the
Government's request for such samples. NOTE: Offerors are cautioned that the submission time
is vital to the Government in rnaking a tirnely award. Offerors must be prepared to submit
samples and protocol timely. as late receipt may render the offer ineligible for award.

(2) The contracting officer shall advise the offeror of the results of the evaluation by
written notice within 30 calendar days after receipt ofthe sample.

(d) The samples referred to in the preceding paragraphs are not bid samples; rather, these
samples are for the purpose of establishing the offeror's capability, if awarded a contract, to

produce items conforming to the specifications. Failure to furnish the requested number of
samples within the tiine specified above. failure to furnish samples conforming to the
specifications, or failure to furnish the protocol. consisting of test data and analysis of materials
required by the preceding paragraph, inay result in rejection of the offer. Offerors are cautioned
that upon receipt of any award hereunder, they are obliged to deliver supplies which comply with
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52.209-9P08 (continued)
the specifications regardless of whether any sample submitted hereunder deviates in any way
from the specification requirements.

[x] 52.217-9P14 EVALUATION OF OPTIONS (JAN 1992) DPSC

(a) If award by line item is permitted by the solicitation, the Government will evaluate offers
for award purposes by adding the proposed price per line item for the basic quantity with the
proposed price for the corresponding option quantity line item. If a single award for all items is

specified in the solicitation, the Government will evaluate offers for award purposes by adding
the total price for all options to the total price for the basic requirement. Ifaward by lot is
specified in the solicitation the Government will evaluate offers for award purposes by adding the
total price for each lot with the proposed total price for the corresponding option quantity lot.
Evaluation of options will not obligate the Government to exercise the option(s).

(b) Should offerors propose option prices which vary (for example, with quantities actually
ordered and the dates when ordered), these offers will be evaluated using the highest option price
offered for each item.

(c) The Government reserves the right to make awards for quantities less than those solicited.
However, in no event will an award be made for a portion of the basic quantity without a

corresponding portion of the option quantity.
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5221:7,i3A---014TEROR„REfRtSfNTATIONS AND CEtCTIFICATIONS---
bbilMit:EW20057_49.ila-TITERhjATE I (APRIL 2002)[DSCP,
The offeror shall only complete paragraph (j) of this provision if he has completed
the annual representations and certificates electronically at http://orca.bpn.gov.. If
the offeror has not completed the annual representations and certifications
electronically at the ORCA website, he shall complete paragraphs (b) through (i) of
this provision.

[Please note that the representations and certifications submitted via the On-Line
Representations and Certifications Application (ORCA) website only address
representations and certifications required by the FAR; however, there may be additional
representations and certifications required by the DFARS, DLAD, and local regulations.
Therefore, notwithstanding the instruction in the paragraph above to "complete only
paragraph or if representations and certifications have been provided electronically via
the ORCA website, the certification requirements contained in paragraphs (f) and (g) of
this provision may still apply (i.e., completion of the DFARS Buy American Act/Balance
ofPayments Program Certificate, the DFARS Trade Agreements Certificate, or the
DFARS Buy American Act/Free Trade Agreements/Balance of Payments Program
Certificate). If applicable, these certificates will be included in the solicitation and must
be completed by the offeror even ifthe offeror has completed the representations and
certifications at the ORCA website.]

(a) Definitions. As used in this provision:
"Emerging small business" means a small business concern whose size is no greater

than 50 percent of the numerical size standard for the NA1CS code designated.
"Forced or indentured child labor" means all work or service —

(1) Exacted from any person under the age of 18 under the menace ofany penalty
for its nonperformance and for which the worker does not offer himself voluntarily; or

(2) Performed by any person under the age of 18 pursuant to a contract the
enforcement ofwhich can be accomplished by process or penalties.

"Service-disabled veteran-owned small business concern"-
(1) Means a small business concern-

(i) Not less than 51 percent ofwhich is owned by one or more service-
disabled veterans or, in the case of any publicly owned business, not less than 51 percent
of the stock of which is owned by one or more service-disabled veterans; and

(ii) The management and daily business operations ofwhich are controlled by
one or more service-disabled veterans or, in the case of a service-disabled veteran with

permanent and severe disability, the spouse or permanent caregiver of such veteran.

(2) Service-disabled veteran means a veteran, as defined in 38 U.S.C. 101(2), with
a disability that is service-connected, as defined in 38 U.S.C. 101(16).
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"Small business concern" means a concern, including its affiliates, that is
independently owned and operated, not dominant in the field ofoperation in which it is
bidding on Government contracts, and qualified as a small business under the criteria in
13 CFR Part 121 and size standards in this solicitation.

"Veteran-owned small business concern"means a small business concern-

(1) Not less than 51 percent of which is owned by one or more veterans (as
defined at 38 U.S.C. 101(2)) or, in the case ofany publicly owned business, not less than
51 percent of the stock ofwhich is owned by one or more veterans; and

(2) The management and daily business operations of which are controlled by one

or more veterans.

"Women-owned business concern" means a concern which is at least 51 percent
owned by one or more women; or in the case of any publicly owned business, at least 51

percent of its stock is owned by one or more women; and whose management and daily
business operations are controlled by one or more women_

"Women-owned small business concern" means a small business concern —

(I) That is at least 51 percent owned by one or more women; or in the case of any
publicly owned business, at least 51 percent ofthe stock of which is owned by one or

more women; and

(2) Whose management and daily business operations are controlled by one or

more women.

(b) Taxpayer identification number (TIN) (26 US.C. 6109, 31 US.C. 7701). (Not
applicable if the offeror is required to provide this information to a central
contractor registration database to be eligible for award.)

(1) All offerors must submit the information required in paragraphs (b)(3) through
(b)(5) of this provision to comply with debt collection requirements of 31 U.S.C. 7701(c)
and 3325(d), reporting requirements of 26 U.S.C. 6041, 6041A, and 6050M, and
implementing regulations issued by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).

(2) The TIN may be used by the government to collect and report on any
delinquent amounts arising out of the offeror's relationship with the Government (31
U.S.C. 7701(c)(3)). If the resulting contract is subject to the payment reporting
requirements described in FAR 4.904, the TIN provided hereunder may be matched with
IRS records to verify the accuracy of the offeror's TIN_

(3) Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN).
[]TIN:.

[ ] TIN has been applied for.

[ ] TIN is not required because:

[ ] Offeror is a nonresident alien, foreign corporation, or foreign partnership
that does not have income effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business in
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the United States and does not have an office or place of business or a fiscal paying agent
in the United States;

[ ] Offeror is an agency or instrumentality ofa foreign government;
[ ] Offeror is an agency or instrumentality of the Federal Government;

(4) Type oforganization.
[] Sole proprietorship;
[ ] Partnership;
[ ] Corporate entity (not tax-exempt);
[ ] Corporate entity (tax-exempt);
[ ] Government entity (Federal, State, or local);
[1 Foreign government;
[1 International organization per 26 CFR 1.6049-4;
[ ] Other

(5) Common parent.
[] Offeror is not owned or controlled by a common parent:
[ ] Name and TIN of common parent:

Name
TIN

(c) Offerors must complete the following representations when the resulting contract will
be performed in the United States or its outlying areas. Check all that apply.

(1) Small business concern. The offeror represents as part of its offer that it [] is,
[ ] is not a small business concern.

(2) Veteran-owned small business concern. [Complete only ifthe offeror
represented itselfas a small business concern in paragraph (c)(1) ofthis provision.]
The offeror represents as part of its offer that it [ ] is, [] is not a veteran-owned small
business concern.

(3) Service-disabled veteran-owned small business concern. [Complete only ifthe

offeror represented itselfas a veteran-owned small business concern in paragraph
(c)(2) ofthisprovision.] The offeror represents as part of its offer that it [] is, [] is not a

service-disabled veteran-owned small business concern.

(4) Small disadvantaged business concern. [Complete only ifthe offeror
represented itselfas a small business concern in paragraph (c)(1) ofthis provision.]
The offeror represents, for general statistical purposes, that it [] is, [] is not, a small
disadvantaged business concern as defined in 13 CFR 124.1002.

(5) Women-owned small business concern. [Complete only ifthe offeror
represented itselfas a small business concern in paragraph (c)(1) ofthis provision.]
The offeror represents that it [] is, [] is not a women-owned small business concern.

NOTE: Complete paragraphs (c)(6) and (c)(7) only if this solicitation is expected to

exceed the simplified acquisition threshold.
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(6) Women-owned business concern (other than small business concern).
[Complete only ifthe offeror is a women-owned business concern and did not represent
itself as a small business concern in paragraph (c)(1) ofthis provision.] The offeror

represents that it [] is, a women-owned business concern.

(7) Tie bidpriorityfor labor surplus area concerns. If this is an invitation for bid,
small business offerors may identify the labor surplus areas in which costs to be incurred
on account of manufacturing or production (by offeror or first-tier subcontractors)
amount to more than 50 percent of the contract price:

(8) Small Business Size for the Small Business Competitiveness Demonstration
Program and for the Targeted Industry Categories under the Small Business
Competitiveness Demonstration Program. [Complete only ifthe offeror has represented
itselfto he a small business concern under the size standardsfor this solicitation.]

(i) (Complete onlyfor solicitations indicated in an addendum as being set-
asidefor emerging small businesses in one ofthe designated industry groups (DIGS))
The offeror represents as part of its offer that it [] is, [ ]is not an emerging small
business.

(ii) (Complete onlyfor solicitations indicated in an addendum as being for
one ofthe targeted industry categories (TICs) or designated industry groups (DIGS))
Offeror represents as follows:

(A) Offeror's number of employees for the past 12 months (check the
Employees column if size standard stated in the solicitation is expressed in terms of
number of employees); or

(B) Offeror's average annual gross revenue for the last 3 fiscal years (check
the Average Annual Gross Number ofRevenues column if size standard stated in the
solicitation is expressed in terrns ofannual receipts).

Check one of the followi

50 or fewer $1 million or less
51-100 $1,000,001-$2 rnillion
101-250 $2,000,001-$3.5 million
251-500 $3,500,001-$5 million
501-750 $5,000,001-$10 million

751-1,000 $10,000,001-$17 million
Over 1,000 Over $17 million

(9) (Complete only if the solicitation contains the clause at FAR 52.219-23,
Notice ofPrice Evaluation Adjustmentfor Small Disadvantaged Business Concerns, or
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FAR 52.219-25, Small Disadvantaged Business Participation Program-Disadvantaged
Status and Reporting, and the offeror desires a benefit based on its disadvantaged
status.)

(i) General. The offeror represents that either-
(A) It [] is, [] is not certified by the Small Business Administration as a

small disadvantaged business concern and is identified on the date of this representation,
as a certified small disadvantaged business concern in the database maintained by the
Small Business Administration PRO-Net, and that no material change in disadvantaged
ownership and control has occurred since its certification, and, where the concern is
owned by one or more individuals claiming disadvantaged status, the net worth of each
individual upon whom the certification is based does not exceed $750,000 after taking
into account the applicable exclusions set forth at 13 CFR 124.104(c)(2); or

(B) It [1 has, [ ] has not submitted a completed application to the Small
Business Administration or a Private Certifier to be certified as a small disadvantaged
business concern in accordance with 13 CFR 124, Subpart B, and a decision on that
application is pending, and that no material change in disadvantaged ownership and
control has occurred since its application was submitted.

(ii) Joint Ventures under the Price Evaluation Adjustment for Small
Disadvantaged Business Concerns. The offeror represents, as part of its offer, that it is a

joint venture that complies with the requirements in 13 CFR 124.1002(f) and that the
representation in paragraph (c)(9)(i) of this provision is accurate for the small
disadvantaged business concern that is participating in the joint venture. [The offtror
shall enter the name ofthe small disadvantaged business concern that isparticipating
in the joint venture: .1

(10) HUBZone small business concern. [Complete only ifthe offeror represented
itselfas a small business concern in paragraph (OW ofthis provision.] The offeror
represents as part of its offer that -

(i) It is, is not a HUBZone small business concern listed, on the date
ofthis representation, on the List ofQualified HUBZone Small Business Concerns
Maintained by the Small Business Administration, and no material change in ownership
and control, principal office, or HUBZone employee percentage has occurred since it was

certified by the Small Business Administration in accordance with 13 CFR part 126; and
(ii) It is, is not a joint venture that complies with the requirements of

13 CFR part 126, and the representation in paragraph (c)(I 0)(i) of this provision is
accurate for the HUBZone small business concern or concerns that are participating in
the joint venture. (The offeror shall enter the name or names ofthe HUBZone small
business concern or concerns that are participating in thejoint venture:

./ Each HUBZone small business concern participating in
the joint venture shall subinit a separate signed copy of the HUBZone representation.

(11) (Complete if the offeror has represented itself as disadvantaged in

paragraph (c)(4) or (c)(9) of this provision.) [The offeror shall check the category in
which its ownershipfalls]:
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52.212_3 (continued) -

Black American
Hispanic American
Native American (American Indians, Eskimos, Aleuts, or Native Hawaiians)
Asian-Pacific American (persons with origins from Burma, Thailand, Malaysia,

Indonesia, Singapore, Brunei, Japan, China, Taiwan, Laos, Cambodia (Kampuchea),
Vietnam, Korea, the Philippines, U.S. Trust Territory or the Pacific Islands (Republic of
Palau), Republic of the Marshall Islands, Federated States ofMicronesia, the
Comrnonwealth ofthe Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, Samoa, Macao, Hong Kong,
Fiji, Tonga, Kiribati, Tuvalu, or Nauru).

Subcontinent Asian (Asian-Indian) American (persons with origins from India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, the Maldives Islands, or Nepal)

Individual/concem, other than one ofthe preceding.

(d) Representations required to implement provisions ofExecutive Order 11246 --

(1) Previous contracts and compliance. The offeror represents that --

(i) It [] has, [] has not, participated in a previous contract or subcontract subject
either to the Equal Opportunity clause of this solicitation; and

(ii) It [ ] has, [ ]has not, filed all required compliance reports.
(2) Affirmative Action Compliance. The offeror represents that --

(i) It [] has developed and has on file, [ ] has not developed and does not have
on file, at each establishrnent, affirmative action programs required by rules and
regulations of the Secretary of Labor (41 CFR parts 60-1 and 60-2), or

(ii) It [] has not previously had contracts subject to the written affirmative
action programs requirement ofthe rules and regulations of the Secretary ofLabor.

(e) Certification Regarding Payments to Influence Federal Transactions (31
U.S.C.1352). (Applies only if the contract is expected to exceed $100,000.) By
submission of its offer, the offeror certifies to the best of its knowledge and belief that no

Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing
or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member ofCongress,
an officer or ernployee ofCongress or an employee of a Member of Congress on his or

her behalf in connection with the award of any resultant contract.

(f) Buy American Act Certificate. [The certificate in DFARS 252.225-7000 or 7020
shall be completed if it is provided in the Addendum to FAR provision 52.212-3.1

(g) Buy American Act--Free Trade Agreements—Israeli Trade Act Certificate. [The
certificate in DFARS 252.225-7035 shall be completed if it is provided in the
Addendum to FAR provision 52.212-3.]
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(h) Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension or Ineligibilityfor Award
(Executive Order 12549). (Applies only if the contract value is expected to exceed the
simplified acquisition threshold.) The offeror certifies, to the best of its knowledge and
belief, that the offeror and/or any of its principals--

(1) [ ] Are, [] are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, or

declared ineligible for the award of contracts by any Federal agency;

(2) [ I Have, [ ] have not, within the three-year period preceding this offer, been
convicted of or had a civil judgment rendered against them for: Commission of fraud or

a criminal offense in connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a

Federal, state, or local government contract or subcontract; violation ofFederal or state
antitrust statutes relating to the submission ofoffers; or commission of embezzlement,
theft, forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction ofrecords, making false statements, tax

evasion, or receiving stolen property; and
(3) [1 Are, [] are not presently indicted for, or otherwise crirninally or civilly charged

by a Government entity with, commission ofany of these offenses.

(i) Certification Regarding Knowledge ofChild Laborfor Listed End Products
(Executive Order 13126). [The Contracting Officer must list in paragraph (i)(1) any
endproducts being acquired under this solicitation that are included in the List of
Products Requiring Contractor Certification as to Forced or Indentured Child Labor,
unless excluded at 22.1503(01. [List available at www.dol„kov/ilab/]

(1) Listed end products.

Listed End Product

Listed Countries of Origin

(2) Certification. [If the Contracting Officer has identified end products and
countries of origin in paragraph (i)(1) of this provision, then the offeror must certify
to either (i)(2)(i) or (i)(2)(ii) by checking the appropriate block.]
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[ I (i) The offeror will not supply any end product listed in paragraph (i)(I) of this
provision that was mined, produced, or manufactured in the corresponding country as

listed for that product.
[ I (ii) The offeror may supply an end product listed in paragraph (i)(1) of this

provision that was mined, produced, or manufactured in the corresponding country as

listed for that product. The offeror certifies that it has made a good faith effort to
determine whether forced or indentured child labor was used to mine, produce, or

manufacture any such end product furnished under this contract. On the basis of those

efforts, the offeror certifies that it is not aware of any such use of child labor.

(j)(1) Annual Representations and Certifications. Any changes provided by the offeror in

paragraph (j) of this provision do not automatically change the representations and
certifications posted on the Online Representations and Certifications Application
(ORCA) website.

(2) The offeror has completed the annual representations and certification
electronically via the ORCA website at http://orca.bpn.gov. After reviewing the ORCA
database information, the offeror verifies by submission of this offer that the
representation and certifications currently posted electronically at FAR 52.212-3, Offeror
Representations and Certifications—Commercial Items, have been entered or updated in
the last 12 months, are current, accurate, complete, and applicable to this solicitation
(including the business size standard applicable to the NAICS code referenced for this
solicitation), as of the date of this offer and are incorporated in this offer by reference
(see FAR 4.1201), except for paragraphs
(Offeror to identify the applicable paragraphs at (b) through (i) ofthisprovision that
the offeror has completedfor the purposes ofthis solicitation only, ifany. These
amended representation(s) and/or certification(s) are also incorporated in this offer
and are current, accurate, and complete as ofthe date ofthis offer. Any changes
provided by the offeror are applicable to this solicitation only, and do not result in an

update to the representations and certifications posted on ORCA.)
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252.225-7020 Trade Agreements Certificate (JAN 2005) DFARS

(a) Definitions "Designated country end producr, "nondesignated country end product-,
"qualifying country end product", and "U.S.-made end product" have the meanings given
in the Trade Agreements clause of this solicitation.

(b) Evaluation. The Government--

(1) Will evaluate offers in accordance with the policies and procedures ofPart 225 of
the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement; and

(2) Will consider only offers of end products that are U.S.- made, qualifying country,
or designated country end products, unless

(i) There are no offers of such end products;
(ii) The offers of such end products are insufficient to fulfill the Government's

requirements; or

(iii) A national interest waiver has been granted.
(c) Certification and identification ofcountry oforigin.

(1) For all line items subject to the Trade Agreements clause of this solicitation, the
offeror certifies that each end product to be delivered under this contract, except those
listed in paragraph (c)(2) of this provision, is a U.S.-made, qualifying country, or

designated country end product.
(2) The following supplies are other nondesignated country end products:

Line Item Number Country ofOrigin
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(a) Definitions.
As used in this clause--
(1) Foreign person rneans any person other than a United States person as defined

in Section 16(2) of the Export Administration Act of 1979 (50 U.S.C. App. Sec. 2415).
(2) United States rneans the 50 States, the District of Columbia, outlying areas,

and the outer Continental Shelfas defined in 43 U.S.C. 1331.
(3) United States person is defined in Section 16(2) of the Export Administration

Act of 1979 and rneans any United States resident or national (other than an individual
resident outside the United States and employed by other than a United States person),
any domestic concern (including any permanent domestic establishment of any foreign
concern), and any foreign subsidiary or affiliate (including any permanent foreign
establishment) of any domestic concern which is controlled in fact by such domestic
concern, as deterrnined under regulations of the President.

(b) Certification.
By submitting this offer, the Offeror, if a foreign person, company or entity

certifies that it--
(1) Does not comply with the Secondary Arab Boycott of Israel; and
(2) Is not taking or knowingly agreeing to take any action, with respect to the

Secondary Boycott of Israel by Arab countries, which 50 U.S.C. App. Sec. 2407(a)
prohibits a United States person from taking.

(c) Representation ofExtent ofTransportation by Sea. (This representation does not

apply to solicitations for the direct purchase of ocean transportation services).
(1) The Offeror shall indicate by checking the appropriate blank in paragraph

(c)(2) of this provision whether transportation of supplies by sea is anticipated under the
resultant contract. The term "supplies" is defined in the Transportation ofSupplies by
Sea clause of this solicitation.

(2) Representation.
The Offeror represents that it--

Does anticipate that supplies will be transported by sea in the
performance of any contract or subcontract resulting from this solicitation.

Does not anticipate that supplies will be transported by sea in the
performance of any contract or subcontract resulting from this solicitation.

(3) Any contract resulting from this solicitation will include clause 252.247-

7023, Transportation ofSupplies by Sea clause. lf the Offeror represents that it will not
use ocean transportation. the resulting contract will also include the Defense Federal

Acquisition Regulation Supplement clause at 252.247-7024. Notification of
Transportation ofSupplies by Sea.
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C-D1
NSN NUMBER:

6515-01-466-2710

tCOMBAT ARMS.
-*EARPLUGS*

MORE THAN A HEARING PROTECTOR

The Combat ArmsTm Earplugs not only provide hearing protection, they help provide situational aware-

ness by protecting against concussive disorientation effects associated with impulse noise (i.e.,

weapons fire, improvised explosive devices, etc.).

The patented Hear-Throughlm design allows wearers to hear low-level sounds critical to mission

safety — conversation, footsteps, rifle bolts, approaching enemies. When needed, the plug's "filter"

reacts to provide instant protection from high-level noises. lt's that easy. it's that quick.

DUAL-ENDED DESIGN MEETS CRITICAL PROTECTION NEEDS

Yellow End Green End
Weapons Fire Steady Noises

Insert the YELLOW end to Insert the GREEN end for

protect against loud ;mpulse situations with high, constant

noises such as weapons fire. noise levels such as aircraft,

\.,., 1 The yellow end has a built-in armored vehicles, watercraft 1

filter that allows you to hear and machinery.
I

commands, approaching
i
I

...::;:.,t í vehicles and other low-level ,, 1

.\' noises..
,r

•,

'-, ..,,.:

•

\l•A

• .•••••

Now Available with Lanyard Attachment:
A black flame retardant lanyard has been provided for your

convenience. To attach the lanyard to the earplugs, fit the

loop at one end of the lanyard over either end of the earplug
and push forward until the loop rests in between each of the

earplug tips (over the white stem). Repeat with the other

loop and earplug. To remove the lanyard, simply reverse the

steps above. Note: The lanyard has been designed to fit

loosely over the white stem so as to not impede the

functionality of the filter.

Aearo Technologies 8001 Woodland Drive. Indianapolis. IN 46278. Phone (800) 225-9038. Fax (8OO) 488.8007

2006 Aearo Technologies. E.A-R.). Combat Arms.. and Hear.ThroughThl ere trademarlcs licensed to Aearo Technologies.
Assembled in Mexico from foreign components. U.S. patents 4,867.149; 6.068.079; 6,070,693.

318-0013813 7.06

4,1k
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EXPLANATION OF THE
HEAR-THROUGH PROTECTION • •

Sound travels into the opening at the middle of the plug and
then down the sound channel to the special filter. The
filter allows bwer-level sounds to pass without

.•st -.1" •

•

•

" l•

z.N,interruption, but high-level impulsive noises are
restricted. The more intense the impulse. the more \‘'W
it is limited.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
Determine the proper end (green or yellow) for insertion depending upon your application
needs. Grasp the earplug by the stem and insert Into earcanal. Adjust plug for best
sealing performance.

CAUTION:
Rernove slowly with twisting motion to gradually break the seal. Rapid removal may
damage eardrum.

Fitting tips:
•

'' " ' " '

Cleaning:
Plug tips rnay be cleaned with water and soap. Avoid any blockage of the channel through the yellow tip. This tip may
be removed for cleaning by pulling it away from the remaining earplug assembly. Carefully replace after cleaning.
Regularly exarnine the plugs for tears and cracks under any of the flanges. Replace as necessary.
it CAUTION:
Inserting the yellow tip end under conditions of continuous hazardous noise can result in under protection and hearing
loss. Iniproper fit of this device will reduce its effectiveness in attenuating noise. Follow Instructions For Use for
proper fit.

The EPA has selected the NRR as the measure of a hearing protector's noise reducing capabilities. Aearo Technolo-
gies makes no warranties as to the suitability of the NRR as a rneasure of actual workplace protection since such
protection is highly dependent on user training, motivation, and utilization. A better estimate of workplace protection
can be obtained by derating the labeled MR of this, or any other hearing protector, by 50%.

ATTENUATION DATA (ANSI S3.19-1974)

Combat Arms - Yellow Level-Dependent End
Frequency (Hz) 125 250 900 1000 2000 31504000 6300 8000 TIRR CSA CLASS
taeon(dB) 4.7 4.2 6.0 9.5 16.7 18.6 16.3 16.7 17.2

0WOO 4.0 4.3 5.0 6.7 4.9 6.7 5.8 6.1 6.8

Comtiat Arms - Green Steady State End

Frequency (Hz) 325 250 500 1000 2000 3150 4000 6300 8000 NRR CSA CLASS
!Wenn (dII) 32.7 31.8 33.0 32.0 34.5 37.3 38.9 43.8 43.3

22 ALSD(dB) 5.9 6.1 6.5 6.5 i 4.1 5.3 6.1 6.7 6.9

The level of noise entering a person's ear when a hearing protector is wom as directed is closely approximated by
the difference between the A-weighted environmental noise level and the NRR.

Example:
1. The environment noise level as measured at the ear is 92 dBA.
2. The NRR is 22 decibels (dB).
3. The level of noise entering the ear is approximately equal to 70 dBA.
Ai Caution:
For noise environments dominated by frequencies below 500 Hz, the C-weighted environmental noise level should
be used. The NRR used in the above example was achieved under laboratory conditions.

Although hearing protectors can be recommended for protection against the harmful effects of impulse noise, the
Noise Fleduction Rating (NRR) is based on the attenuation of continuous noise and may not be an accurate indicator
of the protection attainable against impulse noise such as gunfire. (Wording required by EPA.)
rA Caution:
Earplugs must be worn at all times in noisy surroundings for proper protection.

.11fr;11:. arc )Oar

rining is easier ir ear is puma upwara ana outwara (luring insertion ana us also improvea
if the sealing rings of the Outward directed plug are rolled back upon themselves. Some individuals with smaller
earcanals may experience discomfort with the dual-ended Combat Arrns Earplug due to their restricted canal opening.
A single-sided version of the Combat Arms Earplug is also available and will often times provide greater comfort for
smaller earcanals. Single-Sided Combat Arms Earplug - NSN # 6515-01-512-6072.
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Heritage of Army Audiology and the Road Ahead:
The Army Hearing Program

Noise-induced hearing I D. Scott Mcllwain, AuD, Kathy Gates, AuD, Donald Ciliax, PhD

loss has been documented
as early as the 16th century,
when a French surgeon, MILITARY CONFLICTS HAVE hearing loss prevention. There are Medical Research Laboratory at

Ambroise Paré, wrote of the long been identified as a source of specific developmental milestones Fort Knox, Kentucky. This labora-

treatment of injuries sus- physical disability. Veteransben- in each period. These policies tory completed a landmark study
tained by firearms and de- efits were first documented in this were the first of many seminal in 1944 resulting in the recom-

scri bed acoustic trauma in country in 1636, when money was events that would influence the mendation that gun crews, gun-
great detail. Even so, the provided to individuals disabled in evolution of a program known as nery instructors, and others regu-
protection of hearing would the Plymouth colony's defense! the Army Hearing Program; how- larly exposed to gunfire blasts be
not be addressed for three Even before World War I, military ever, the road ahead would be full provided hearing-protective de-
more centuries, when the jet veterans were receiving compen- of challenges. vices. The hearing protector of
engine was invented and
resulted in a long overdue sation for hearing loss. The medi- choice was the V-51R, single-

cal records ofUnion Army soldiers CHANGING ATFITUDES flange earplug.5 Although hearingwhirlwind of policy develop-
ment addressing the preven- document that 33% had diagnosed protection was now being consid-

tion of hearing loss. hearing loss.2 Soldiers with dis- In the period from the Ameri- ered, it still was not deemed a

We present a synopsis of abilities from their military service can Civil War to World War I, requirement.
hearing loss prevention in were guaranteed a larger pension new occupational hazards Even though hearing conserva-

the US Army and describe as compensation. Even though the evolved. One of the most preva- tion programs did not exist at the
the current Army Hearing method of measuring an individu- lent of these was hazardous noise. end of World War II, the army
Program, which aims to pre- al's hearing acuity in the late 1800s The pervasive attitude of the early and navy surgeons general placed
vent noise-induced hearing.Ls questionable by today's stan- 1900s was that hearing loss could great emphasis on aural rehabili-
loss in soldiers and to ensure

dards, hearing loss was recognized be prevented by developing a tol- tation for veterans returning to
their maximum combat ef-
fectiveness. (Am J Public by the government as a disability. erance to noise. Consequently, any their civilian lives. With the med-

Health. 2008;98:2167-2172. The General Law of 1862 and the attempts to avoid loud sounds or ical and administrative infrastruc-

doi:10.2105/AJPH.2007.128504) Disability Act of 1890 were two to protect oneself from them were ture not prepared to deal with the

major legislative movements that interpreted as weakness.4 This large numbers of veterans return-

made this possible.3 "tolerance" theory was scientifi- ing from war, Congress passed
Figure 1 delineates four distinct cally examined in 1941 when the the Soldiers Readjustment Act of

periods in the development of US Army opened the Armored 1944 that made services more

December 2008, Vol 98, No. 12 I American Journal of Public Health McIlwain et at I Peer Reviewed I Public Health and the Military I 2167
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the sound of enemy weaponsas..
such an important means of iden-

Industrial Learning Data
First period tification that they rarely made use

period period period of captured equipment becauseit..
resulted in their being fired upon

1989— by friendly troops..8(p20)
1636 1941—Earplugs 1953—

Pmlyouth Fund recommended BENOXReport database (HEARS)
Computerized

QUEST FOR ANSWERS

1 ,65
Re Sdolditers nt 19N537e0effindcial 1m9o9noi—le During this same year, the navyEnd of Civil Wdr

Act of 1944 Hearing Guidanc surveillance
requested a special investigation
of noise hazards because of how

General Law 1947—Military 1970— 1991—First
near sailors were to jet engineuse of jet OSHA and combat hearingof 1862

engine begins NIOSH created services noise on aircraft carriers. The re-

-

1_[
— port concluded that the effects of—

1983—Regulated 2004—

b

the loud sounds produced by jet
Disability Act 1952—

Army Hearing Earplugs issued
of 1890 CHABA created engines were much greater and

Conservation for combat
•. more serious than commonly as-

sumed. These findings spurred the
Note. OSHA = Occupational Safety and Health Administration; NIOSH = National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health;

iCHABA = Armed Services Committee on Hearing and Bioacoustics; BENOX = Biological Effects of Noise Exploratory Study;
creaton of the Armed Services

HEARS = Hearing Evaluation and Reporting System. Committee on Hearing and Bio-

acoustics (CHABA), which
FIGURE 1—Four distinct periods in the development of the Army Hearing Program.

addressed the effects and control
of noise, auditory discrimination,
speech commtmications, and fun-

available and efficient. This act aircraft to the military. No sound Measures Against Noise Hazards," damental mechanisms of hearing
reorganized the Veterans Admin- of that volume and duration had is significant not only because it and auditory standards.6 This was

istration (VA), which had been ever before been experienced. It was the first enforceable regula- the first major step to support the
established in 1930 by combining was immediately noted that expo- tion in the history of hearing con- policy development for hearing-
the Veterans Bureau, the Bureau sure to jet engine noise caused servation, but it also placed re- loss prevention. Immediately,
of Pensions, and the National permanent hearing loss in a brief sponsibility for the new program CHABA commissioned a working
Home for the Disabled Volunteer time. It also made verbal commu- on the medical leadership at air group to study the effects of high-
Soldier.To further meet the great nication impossible and caused force installations. Some of the intensity noise on the human body.
demand for aural rehabilitation a series of physical manifestations preventive measures described in In December 1953, the results of

services, many universities with described as "ultrasonic sickness." AFR 160-3 include limiting noise this landmark study were released.

audiology clinics also provided Symptoms included earache, exposures in terms of overall The study was called the Biological
govermnent-sponsored aural headache, excessive fatigue, irrita- sound levels and using cotton Effects ofNoise Exploratory Study
rehabilitation services for the bility, and feelings of fear.6 Ini- wads moistened with paraffin as but is referred to as the BENOX
veterans. tially, it was believed that these hearing protection for exposures Report.7 The report covered aural

symptoms were caused by inau- to hazardous noise. pain, hearing loss and protection,
THE JET ENGINE dible, ultra-high-frequency sounds In 1952, the Office of Naval limiting factors for protecting the

being generated by the jet engines. Research reported the results of ear from noise, communication,
Even though World War II was These symptoms, widely reported extensive interviews with hun- orientation in space, and the psy-

a major contributing factor in the by air force maintenance crews, dreds of returning frontline sol- chological, neuropsychological,
evolution of hearing conservation, triggered a medical study that diers who indicated that in com- and central nervous system effects

it was not until after the war that revealed that the illness was bat, "sound was more important ofnoise.7 It recommended, for the

the most significant event oc- real; however, research attributed than all other means of equipment first time ever, monitoring for the

curred. The Army Air Corps be- it to high levels of audible fre- identification."8(P20) Combat-rele- prevention ofnoise-induced hear-
came a separate branch of service quencies.7 vant sound sources included air- ing loss as well as the establishment
from the US Army and was As a result, the US Air Force craft, mortar and artillery rounds, of a database to track hearing loss.
renamed the US Air Force. Con- published the first military regu- rifle and machine gunfire, and As a result of the BENOX

currently, this new branch of ser- lation on hearing conservation in various other weapons. According Report and the wide dissemination

vice introduced the jet engine 1948. AFR 160-3, "Precautionary to the report, "The men regarded of its results, prevention was
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standardization of hearing con- with a 5-dB exchange rate as well

I D 1974 • 1984 • 1994 I servation programs at individual as methods for determining noise
...„

tor and educate audiologists with hazardous noise exposure and

little or no hearing conservation laws to enforce the standards,
FIGURE 2—Percentage of combat troops with acceptable hearing,

experience. there was still no system in placeby length of time In the army.
to capture hearing conservation

MAJOR LEGISLATION audiometric data and to measure

compliance. In 1974, a new sys-
considered the best solution to audiologists. They were not used In 1970, the Federal Govern- tem for tracking hearing conser-

noise-induced hearing loss. The to implement and enforce hearing ment enacted Public Law 91-596, vation compliance was being de-
American Academy of Otology and conservation standards, however, the Occupational Safety and veloped, the Hearing Evaluation

Otolaryngology published the first but instead worked in army med- Health Act, which allowed for the and Reporting System (HEARS).
written guide on hearing conser- ical centers performing clinical creation of the Occupational (The name would later be changed
vation outside of the military in duties. It was not until 1970 that Safety and Health Administration to Hearing Evaluation Automated
1953. Three years later, the army 25 additional army audiology as the enforcement agency within Registry System.)
published Technical Medical Bul- positions were added to the in- the US Department of Labor.12
letin 251, "Noise and Conservation ventory. These new audiologists The same year, the National In- A SCATHING
of Hearing?' Even though this was spent only half of their time saute for Occupational Safety and INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
the first step taken by the army to working in hearing conservation Health (NIOSH) was created to

initiate a hearing conservation and the other half in the clinical develop criteria for safe oœupa- In 1976, the General Account-

program, technical medical bulle- setting; nevertheless, their impact tional exposures to workplace ing Office (now the Government
tins are not enforceable regula- was astounding. Figure 2 shows hazards. In addition, the VA an- Accountability Office) released
tions and only are considered a significant decrease in hearing nounced that it had paid over $52 an investigative report on govern-
a guide based on standard prac- loss in the US Army over time that million that year for hearing loss ment working conditions.° It

tiœs. Later in the year, the air is directly attributable to the as a primary disability. That num- showed that more than half of US

force renamed regulation AFR hearing conservation efforts of the ber did not include compensation government employees—including
160-3 "Hazardous Noise Expo- new audiologists.9-11 The data are for hearing loss with a concurrent those of the Department of

sure," and it became the basis of broken down by length of time in disability or cost of hearing aids, Defense—were working in envi-

the first comprehensive hearing service because of the often grad- batteries, or repairs. Further, the ronments that did not have ade-
conservation program inside or ual nature and delayed onset of VA estimated that 20% of all quate procedures for identifying
outside the military. All of the noise exposure. veterans being discharged from and rectifying occupational
essential components of a hearing These new army audiologists the army were entering daims for health hazards. Further, the report
conservation program by today's recognized that they were facing hearing loss.9 requested that Congress amend
standards were included in this serious obstacles in implementing In 1972, NIOSH published Cri- the Occupational Safety and
document hearing conservation, induding teriafor a Recommended Standard: Health Act to bring federal agen-

bureaucratic red tape, the lack Occupational Exposure to Noise.13 cies under the inspection control
ARMY AUDIOLOGISTS of formal hearing conservation To reduœ the risk ofnoise-induœd of the Department of Labor.° As

education in their audiology hearing loss, MOSH suggested arec- a result, military audiologists and

Between 1965 and 1967, the programs, a slowly changing ommended equivalent level of85 dB other government employees
army acquired its first six military military culture, and a lack of as an 8-hour time-weighted average, achieved standardization in
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installations. In 1968, to facilitate exposure.6 The exchange rate is the

collegiality and professional de- rate at which sound energy is aver-

velopment among military audiol- aged over time and is often referred

ogists, an organization called the to as dose. ff the intensity ofan ex-

Military Audiology and Speech posure increases by 5 dB, then the

Pathology Society (now known as dose doubles. The dose ofnoise
the Military Audiology Associa- exposure determines howmuchtime

tion) was formed. It was instru- an individual can safelybe exposed to

mental in the future of hearing hazardous noise. These standards
conservation because it provided would be an initial benchmark to

Jr_ _1 _ • P_ _ _

a rounaauon Fir me stanaaraiza- nazaraous exposure levels m me
1.5 to 2.4 2.5 to 7.4 7.5 to 12.4 12.5 to 17.4 17.5 to 22.4

tion of military hearing conserva- military.
Years in Army tion programs and a way to men- Even with the quantifying of
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terms of a ceasefire and the allied
TABLE 1—Incldence of Diagnosed NoIse-Induced Hearing Loss In the US Army: April 1, 2003, to troops began to be sent home. To
March 31, 2004 facilitate the redeployment of US

No. of Postdeployment Troops No. of Nondeployed Troops soldiers back to the United States,
Condition Diagnosed (n = 806), % (n = 141 050), % 11 army audiologists were sent

to Saudi Arabia with 11 MOHVs.
Acoustic trauma 45 (5.6) 78 (0.1) During the 2-month redeployment
Permanent threshold shift 236 (29.3) 639 (0.5)

process, 29192 hearing screen-
Tinnitus 248 (30.8) 2101 (1.5) ings and 5254 comprehensive
Eardrum perforation 13 (1.6) 88 (0.1) audiometric follow-up evaluations
Moderately severe hearing loss or worse 127 (15.8) 3140 (2.2)

were conducted. A manpower re-
Any of the above 553 (58.6) 5668 (4.0)

source model estimated that 82

Note. Postdeployment troops are soldiers who had recently returned from active duty in Iraq or Afghanistan; nondeployed troops are weeks (3280 work hours) of
soldiers who had not served in combat. postdeployment audiometric eval-

uations were saved by providing
the service in Kuwait while themilitary hearing conservation in 40-501, Hearing Conservation Subsequently, the army purchased
soldiers waited to fly home.16 This1978 with the publication of Program 16 of them for use worldwide.

Department of Defense Instruc- This development facilitated the program was a success because

tion (DODI) 6055.12. This docu- AUTOMATION AND promotion of the newly developed many of the units deployed were

ment provided guidance and MOBILITY HEARS by taking the monitoring reserve and national guard forces
and would not have ready accessrequirements for implementing equipment and services to the

hearing conservation.14 In the same decade that the soldiers, a convenience that
to audiological services once they
returned to civilian life. Unfortu-To implement DODI 6055.12, Internet was introduced to the commanders favored. Although

the army published TB MED 501, public, the military's goal of com- comprehensive occupational nately, funding for the MOHV

Hearing Conservation, in 1980. puter-automated data capture be- health screenings were the goal, concept was not sustained after

DODI 6055.12 was updated in came a reality. In 1989, the Oc- the MOHV was primarily used
the military drawdown ofthe early
1990s.

1987 to implement new require- cupational Health Management for hearing monitoring, the other
In 1998, HEARS was upgradedments by the 1983 Federal Noise Information System provided health services preferring that

Amendment.15 The new policy funding for the development and screenings be conducted in a
to include an online portal for

submitting hearing conservationidentified specific roles and re- distribution of HEARS by the US fixed facility.
data. The new system, called the

sponsibilities within a hearing Army Environmental Hygiene By January 1991, over half
Defense Occupational Environ-conservation program and Agency. a million allied troops were
mental Health Readiness Systemthereby paved the way for the In 1990, an effort was made to deployed in Saudi Arabia and
for Hearing Conservationfirst enforceable regulation to be increase compliance of occupa- throughout the Gulf region to lib-
(DOEHRS-HC), made accessingpublished on the subject in the tional health screening by com- erate Kuwait from the Iraqi inva-
data faster and significantly lessUS Army. This new implemen- bining the services into a mobile sion. The allied armies launched
laborious. In an attempt to in-

ting document was called Depart- vehicle called the military occu- the ground war on February 23;
crease compliance, Department of

ment of the Army Pamphlet pational health vehide (MOHV). by March 31, Iraq accepted the
the Army Pamphlet 40-501 was

updated to state that monitoring
TABLE 2—Effect of Tank Crewmen's Ability to Understand Spoken Orders on Their Performance in Combat of hearing conservation was to

Situations in the US Army be conducted with DOEHRS-HC.
All of the hearing conservation

Task Good Word Intelligibility Poor Word Intelligibility efforts of the past have led to sig-
Time required to identify target, seconds 40 90 nificant improvements in levels of

Incorrect command heard, % 1 37 hearing loss in the army and are

Correct target identification, % 98 68 a direct result of army audiolo-

Correct targets engaged, % 94 41 gistsinfluence on program com-

Incorrect target engaged, % 0 8 plianœ. Acceptable hearing is

defined as when the pure tone
Source. References 9 and 21.
Note. "Good word intelligibility' means understanding 50% or more of what was said to them; "poor word intelligibility' means understanding average (500 Hz, 1000 Hz, and

less than 50%. 2000 Hz) is no worse than 30 dB
in each ear, with no individual
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threshold greater than 35 dB and loss, commanders began to recog- rates ofhearing loss than did those times, which can mean the differ-
thresholds not exceeding 55 dB nize that hearing readiness is an who had not served in combat ence between life and death on the
at 4000 Hz. extremely important factor of battlefield. Communication in a

a unifs performance in combat. THE ARMY HEARING tactical environment is of utmost

ARMED CONFLICT AND All deploying soldieis were there- PROGRAM importance.
HEARING LOSS fore issued the earplugs in 2004. The problem of protecting

In fact, the US Marine Corps Providing these reactive audi- hearing while enhancing soldiers'
Whether in peacetime or war- was so convinced of the effective- ology services in a combat zone communication ability and situa-

tinie, hazardous noise is one ofthe ness of the combat arms earplug was logical, but the concept was tional awareness was solved with

primary occupational hazards in that it ordered over 20 000 not wholly sound, because it ne- a new generation of hearing pro-
the army, and the risk of soldiers pairs, thereby temporarily deplet- gated the need for maintenance of tection. This new category of

incurring noise-induced hearing ing the entire national stock in soldiershearing readiness while equipment was called tactical
loss is greater than it has been in 2003.17 in a combat environment. The communications and protective
over 30 years. This is a result of hearing conservation paradigm systems (TCAPS). In 2007,
current combat operations, in- AUDIOLOGY IN IRAQ had shifted, and it now had to TCAPS were introduced into the
creased numbers of combat sol- consider the soldiers on the bat- anny as a possible solution to an

diers, extended periods ofweapons During the first year of the war fiefield. As a result, a restructuring age-old problem. TCAPS compose
training, and the deployment of in Iraq, an average of one soldier occurred, and a contemporary a new category of electronic
new and more powerful noise a day was medically evacuated for model called the Army Hearing hearing protection that uses active

sources from weapons systems complaints related to hearing loss. Program was born. noise reduction to soften noise

vehicles, and aircraft. US forces in Consequently, recommendations The Army Hearing Program is and enhance speech discrimina-

Iraq and Afghanistan have experi- were made in October 2003 for an charged with preventing noise- tion while at the same time re-

enced a substantial number ofblast audiology support program that induced hearing loss in soldiers dining noise by up to 40 dB. In

injuries from improvised explosive would use a minimum of 9 hearing and ensuring their maximum addition to being light and ruxed,
devices, rocket-propelled grenades, conservation technicians assigned combat effectiveness in training as TCAPS provide protec6on and let
and mortar rounds. These types of to locations of dense troop popu- well as during deployments. To soldiers monitor environmental

explosions remain the single largest lation. To curb the need for medi- accomplish this mission, four pil- sounds, communicate, accurately
cause of injuiy in the war in Iraq cally redeploying soldiers, it was lars ofservice were established: gauge auditory distance, and lo-

(Operation Iraqi Freedom) and recommended that one army au- operational hearing services, hear- cali7e sound sources without bin-

compose 47% of all medical evac- diologist serve as a consultant, ex- ing conservation, clinical services, drance. Further, the devices allow
uations.17 As a result, developments amine follow-up patients, assign and hearing readiness. The pro- radio connections specifically used
in protecting soldiers from these duty limitations, dispense hearing gram aims to maintain a high state by the militaiy to be processed
types of hazards are paramount aids, verify threshold shifts, and of readiness and to protect hearing without interrupting the signal

The combat anns earplug was evaluate any possible pathology without compromising the effec- when the TCAPS are actively
introduced into the military at the identified by the hearing monitor- tiveness of the soldier. blocking environmental sounds.
start of the war in Afghanistan ing. Initially, only one audiologist Although this category of device is

(Operation Enduring Freedom). with no support staffwas autho- HEARING AND still being studied and protocols
However, as with most hearing rized, who used old equipment that PERFORMANCE for use are being created, it rep-

protection, it was shunned for op- had been donated by a clinic in resents a new era in the history of
erational use and, at approximately Landstuhl, Germany.19 By 2006, A study evaluating the impor- hearing protection.
$6.00 per pair, was considered new audiology equipment had tance of hearing for soldiers in

prohibitively expensive by indi- been acquired; by 2007, five out- combat was conducted at the US STRONG ARGUMENTS
vidual army units. The device lying screening sites had been Army Human Engineering Lebo-
allows soft sounds to flow unim- established. ratory, which investigated the im- With hearing conservation pro-
peded through a filter but blocks Also during the first year of the pact of noise and other variables grams documenting marked initial
loud impulse sounds, such as an Iraq war, a study was conducted in on the mission effectiveness of improvements, the anticipated
explosion or a rifle discharging. army medical facilities comparing tank crews.29 The study found cost of veterans' disability daims
This allows effective communica- hearing loss among soldiers who that a crewman's ability to under- and payments were expected to

tion, enables situational aware- had been exposed to combat in stand verbal orders influenced decrease over time!" However,
ness, and provides protection from Afghanistan or Iraq and among their response times as well as with the start of the war in

hazardous weapons firing and those who had not19 As shown in their performance of specific tasks. Afghanistan in 2001 and the war

explosions. With units' strength Table 1, soldiers who had served As shown in Table 2, poor un- in Iraq in 2003, this proved not to

decreasing because of hearing in combat had significantly higher derstanding led to slower response be the case. Current data show
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that 51.8% of combat soldiers in 2007 was 789 days,23 showing 4. Gloss D. Introduction to Safety Engi- soldiers seen at audiology clinics from

neering. New York, NY: John Wiley and April 1, 2003, through March 31, 2004.have moderately severe hearing the need to improve the entitle-
Sons; 1984. Am JAudiol. 2005;14:161-168.

loss or worse,21 mainly because of ment process. Prevention, how-
5. Walpole R. Investigation ofEarPlugs 20. Garinther GR, Peters LJ. Impact of

the loud sounds associated with ever, is still the best answer not for Protection Against Gun Blast. Fort communications on armor crew per-
combat. The implications for the only from a cost-benefit stand- Knox, KY: Armored Medical Research formance. Army Res Dev Acquis Bull

army are great. When soldiers point but for the quality of the Laboratory; 1941. January-February 1990:1-5.

reach these levels of hearing loss, lives of veterans and their families. 6. Nixon C. A Glimpse Into History: The 21. Defense Occupational and Environ-
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November 17, 2015

Discontinuation:
3IVITM Combat Arms Earplugs Version 2

3MTM E-A-RTM ARC PIUgTM Earplugs

Dear Distributor:

3M has made the decision to discontinue 3M TM Combat Arms TM Earplugs - Version 2 and 3M TM

E-A-R TM ARC PIUgTM, effective immediately.

3M recommends that purchasers interested in Combat ArmSTM Earplugs - Version 2 consider
3MTM Combat Arms TM Earplugs - Generation 4 as an alternative. There is no alternative

currently available for the ARC Plug.

3M strives to provide the highest quality of hearing protection products in the marketplace, and
we regret any inconvenience this product discontinuation notice may cause. Please let us know
if you have any questions surrounding this change.

Please feel free to reach out to me with any questions

Peu"Pt Pemed
Jason Jones / US Marketing Manager - Hearing Solutions
3M Personal Safety Division
651 -737-1 955

jjOflCS- ei mmm.corn

3M00169173
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3M Personal Safety Division
3M Center, Building 235-02-W-70 St. Paul, MN 55144-1000

www.3M.coni/Hearind
800 328 1667 Sales Assistance
800 243 4630 Technical Assistance

DISCONTINUATION NOTICE

3MTm Combat Arms Earplugs Version 2
3MTm E-A-RTm ARC PIUgTM Earplugs

November 17, 2015

Dear 3M Customer,

3M has decided to discontinue the 3MTM Combat ArmSTM Earplugs — Version 2 (370-
1000, 370-1011) and 3MTM E-A-RTM ARC PIugTM (370-2000), effective immediately.

Below are the impacted SKUs and replacement options.

The SKUs below are discontinued as of November 17, 2015. Please inform channel partners and customers that this

product is discontinued.

The Combat Arms and ARC SKUs below are discontinued immediately:
Product Number (US) SKUs Description
370-1000 70071613031, 70071521218, 3MTM Combat ArmsTM Gen 2 Dual-Ended

JH200153569
370-1011 70071521226, XH000712139 3MTM Combat ArmsTM Gen 2 Dual-Ended

Blister Pack
370-2000 70071521275, 7000052749 E-A-RTM ARC PIugTM Uncorded, Carrying

Case

The SKUs below are Combat Arms replacement alternatives to consider:
Product Number (US) SKUs Description
370-1030 70071613049, 70071561511, 3M-rm Combat ArmsTM Gen 4 Single-Ended

70071613072 Small
370-1031 70071561529, 70071613056, 3M-rm Combat ArmsTM Gen 4 Single-Ended

70071613080 Medium
370-1032 70071561537, 70071613064 3M-rm Combat ArmsTM Gen 4 Single-Ended

Large
*Note that the 370-2000 is a medium sized earplug.
The Combat Arms Single-Ended earplugs will provide the Impulse Noise protection that the 370-2000 provides, but
the Combat arms are not arc flash fire rated, as the 370-2000.

Thank you,

.4att 4.01.4)
Marisa Kowalsky I Global Marketing Supervisor- Hearing Protection
3M Personal Safety Division
3M Center, Building 235-02-D-90 I St. Paul, MN 55144-1000
Office: +1-651-736-4299 I Mobile: +1-651-592-5646

3M00169174
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